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ABSTRACT

For as long as biologists have been computing alignments of sequences, the

question of what values to use for scoring substitutions and gaps has persisted. In

practice, substitution scores are usually chosen by convention, and gap penalties

are often found by trial and error. In contrast, a rigorous way to determine pa-

rameter values that are appropriate for aligning biological sequences is by solving

the problem of Inverse Parametric Sequence Alignment. Given examples of biolog-

ically correct reference alignments, this is the problem of finding parameter values

that make the examples score as close as possible to optimal alignments of their

sequences. The reference alignments that are currently available contain regions

where the alignment is not specified, which leads to a version of the problem with

partial examples.

In this dissertation, we develop a new polynomial-time algorithm for Inverse

Parametric Sequence Alignment that is simple to implement, fast in practice, and

can learn hundreds of parameters simultaneously from hundreds of examples. Com-

putational results with partial examples show that best possible values for all 212

parameters of the standard alignment scoring model for protein sequences can be

computed from 200 examples in 4 hours of computation on a standard desktop

machine. We also consider a new scoring model with a small number of addi-

tional parameters that incorporates predicted secondary structure for the protein

sequences. By learning parameter values for this new secondary-structure-based

model, we can improve on the alignment accuracy of the standard model by as

much as 15% for sequences with less than 25% identity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation we present and solve a problem called Inverse Parametric

Sequence Alignment, which is informally defined as follows. Given examples of

biologically correct alignments and a cost function that scores a given alignment,

find values for the parameters of the cost function that make the input examples

all be optimal alignments under the cost function with the parameter values. In

the following we explain why this problem is important in computational molecular

biology and how one might approach this problem. We then mention our main

contribution on this problem, and close the chapter with the organization of the

rest of this dissertation.

1.1 Perspectives

For as long as biologists have been computing alignments of sequences, the question

of what values to use for scoring substitutions and gaps has persisted. For biol-

ogists this is an important problem because they wish to find similarity between

the biological sequences through sequence alignment for better understanding of

functional and evolutionary relationship among the sequences, and the quality of

the resulting alignment is a function of alignment parameter values such as substi-

tution and gap costs. While some choices for substitution costs are now common,

largely due to convention, there is no standard for choosing gap costs.

An objective solution to this question is important for several reasons. First,

without a systematic way of finding gap and substitution costs simultaneously in

which the quality of the alignment parameter values is guaranteed in a certain way,

the resulting alignment obtained with ad-hoc gap costs cannot be trusted. Second,
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even if one finds a choice of gap parameter values which optimizes a certain objec-

tive together with a fixed standard substitution cost matrix, such a combination is

not necessarily the best under the objective because the conventionally-used substi-

tution matrices could be optimized for a di"erent objective. Third, even if one finds

the best alignment by trying every possible choice of alignment parameter values or

by picking carefully with hand, one cannot repeat the same procedure every time

when newly-sequenced biological molecules are aligned, because the number of such

sequences is ever-growing and the time needed for such a procedure is nontrivial.

1.2 Contributions

An objective way to solve this question is to learn appropriate parameter values

by solving the Inverse Parametric Sequence Alignment problem, or more simply,

Inverse Alignment. This problem, whose formal definition is given in the next

chapter, is informally defined as follows. Given examples of biologically correct

alignments, and a cost function that scores a given input alignment, find values

for the parameters of the cost function that make the examples all be optimal

alignments under the cost function with the parameter values.

Inverse Alignment was introduced by Gusfield and Stelling [26] in their seminal

paper. They considered the problem for the case of two alignment parameters and

one alignment, and sought parameter values that made the input alignment be

an optimal alignment of its sequences. For this version of Inverse Alignment they

presented an indirect approach that attempted to avoid computing the complete

parametric decomposition of the parameter space [59, 25, 46].

Later, Sun, Fernandez-Baca, and Yu [55] gave the first direct algorithm for

Inverse Alignment for the case of three parameters and one alignment of a pair of

sequences. (While they consider three parameters, their solution e"ectively fixes

one parameter value at zero.) Given two sequences of length n, their algorithm

finds three parameter values that make the input alignment optimal in O(n2 lg n)
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time. Their algorithm is involved, and does not appear to have been implemented.

In a significant advance, Kececioglu and the author [32], using a completely

di"erent approach based on linear programming, gave the first polynomial-time

algorithm for arbitrarily many parameters and alignments. This approach is flexible

and actually solves the more general problem of inverse parametric optimization.

The author and Kececioglu [34, 36] later extended this work in several directions,

including to partial examples, which contain regions where the reference alignment

is not specified.

We summarize our contributions in this dissertation as follows.

• We show the existence of an algorithm for the inverse alignment problem

with an arbitrary number of alignment parameters and an arbitrary number

of examples, that runs in polynomial time in both input measures.

• We give and implement a practical algorithm for the inverse alignment prob-

lem that runs fast for examples that are biological protein sequences.

• We rigorously address the issue of partial examples, which contain regions

where the reference alignment is not specified, and present an iterative algo-

rithm that learns parameter values from them.

• We present new alignment cost models that incorporate predicted secondary

structure of protein sequences to further improve the accuracy of protein

sequence alignment.

• We give a polynomial time algorithm for the general inverse parametric opti-

mization problem when the objective function for the problem is linear in its

parameters, and the problem can be solved in polynomial time for any fixed

choice of its parameters.

The organization of the rest of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we

present and motivate three di"erent formulations of the inverse alignment problem:
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Inverse Optimal, Unique-Optimal, and Near-Optimal Alignments. In Chapter 3, we

assume that the cost function that scores alignments is linear in its parameters, and

show how each variation of inverse alignment can be reduced to linear programming.

In Chapter 4, for each formulation of inverse alignment, we present a theoretical

algorithm whose running time is a polynomial in the number of alignment param-

eters and examples, and a practical algorithm using the cutting plane approach to

linear programming. In Chapter 5, we extend the inverse alignment problem to

partial example, and give a practical iterative algorithm. In Chapter 6, we present

new alignment cost models that incorporate predicted secondary structure of the

protein sequences to further improve the alignment accuracy. In Chapter 7, we give

experimental results with biological alignments from three di"erent pieces of work

on inverse alignment. Finally in the last chapter, we conclude the dissertation with

some problems for further research.
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CHAPTER 2

INVERSE ALIGNMENT AND ITS VARIATIONS

We introduce the notion of sequence alignment, alignment cost function and its

parameters, and optimal alignment under a cost function. We then present a prob-

lem called Inverse Parametric Sequence Alignment, which finds a choice of param-

eter values that makes the input alignment an optimal alignment under the input

alignment cost function with the choice. We present three di"erent formulations of

Inverse Alignment along with motivations: Inverse Optimal, Unique-Optimal, and

Near-Optimal Alignments. We introduce three variations of Inverse Near-Optimal

Alignment: the absolute error criterion, the relative error criterion, and the dis-

crepancy error criterion.

2.1 Sequence alignment

The notion of an alignment

One of the most fundamental and important tasks in computational molecular biol-

ogy is sequence alignment. The task of sequence alignment is to arrange biological

sequences in such a way that similar regions across the input biological sequences

can be easily identified. Biologists use sequence alignment to study and understand

the functional, structural, or evolutionary relationship among these sequences by

comparing aligned regions. A formal definition of sequence alignment follows.

Definition 2.1 (Alignment of k sequences) Given sequences S1, . . . , Sk for

k ! 2 defined over an alphabet # that does not include a character -, an align-

ment A of S1, . . . , Sk is an m"k character matrix {cij} for 1 # i # m and 1 # j # k,
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K--EYSRTVVMQSSITNVINPAGWFPW--------DGNFA-LDTLYYGEYQNTGAGA-AT
G--AYATVVFSNTYMSGIITPEGWNNW------GDST---KEKTVTFGEHKCYGPGADYK
K--PFSRVVVMESYLGAGVQPRGWLEW-----DGDGG---ELATLFYGEYRNYGPGANIG
K--LFSRTVYMMSYIGGHVHTRGWLEW-------NTT-FA-LDTLYYGEYLNSGPGSGLG
K--LYSRVVYMMSDMGDHIDPRGWLEW--------NGPFA-LDSLYYGEYMNKGLGSGIG
DPNAIGQTVFLNTSMDNHI--YGWDKMSGKDKNGNTI-WFNPEDSRFFEYKSYGAGAAVS
K--LYSRTVFIRNNMSDVVRPEGWLEW--------NADFA-LDTLFYGEFMNYGPGSGLS
K--EHSRTVVMQSSISDVINRAGWLEW--------RGKYA-LNTLYYGEYNNSGAGA-AT
K--EYSRTVIMQSSISDVISPAGWREW--------KGRFA-LNTLHFAEYENSGAGA-GT
K--KYSRTVVLQSVVDSHIDPAGWAEW---DAASKDF----LQTLYYGEYLNSGAGA-GT

Figure 2.1: A multiple alignment of protein sequences.

KEYSRTVVMQSSITNVINPAGWFPW--DGNFA-LDTLYYGEYQNTGAGA-AT
GAYATVVFSNTYMSGIITPEGWNNWGDST---KEKTVTFGEHKCYGPGADYK

Figure 2.2: An induced pairwise alignment.

where cij $ # % {-}, no column of A consists of only -, and removing all - from

the ith row of A gives sequence Si. !

The special character ‘-’ in Definition 2.1, which may appear in an alignment

but not in input sequences, is called a space. A column consisting of spaces only

is called a space column whereas a column having no space is called a substitution

column. Note that an alignment must have no space column. An alignment formed

by taking at least two rows from an alignment A and then removing all space

columns from the result matrix is called an induced alignment on A.

When the number of sequences in an alignment should be stressed, an alignment

with two sequences is called a pairwise alignment, and an alignment with more than

two sequences is called a multiple alignment.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a multiple alignment of 10 sequences in the

protein family with SCOP [43, 44] identifier b.80.1.5 in PALI benchmark suite [5].

For simplicity only a part of the original is shown. Each sequence in the alignment

is defined over an alphabet of twenty amino acids. The alignment has 50 columns
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and the dash character ‘-’ represents a space. The first column of the alignment

is a substitution column because there is no - character in the column. Note that

the alignment has no space column. If we take the first two rows and remove all

8 space columns from the resulting matrix, we obtain an induced alignment shown

in Figure 2.2. Since this induced alignment aligns two sequences, it is also called a

pairwise induced alignment.

Consider the jth column c1j, . . . , ckj of alignment A of k sequences. A pair of

distinct members in the column, say (cpj, cqj) for 1 # p, q (&= p) # k is chosen. If

cpj &= cqj and both are not space, then the pair is called a substitution. If cpj = cqj

and both are not space, then the pair is called an identity. When the distinction

between substitution and identity is not necessary, we simply call the pair a sub-

stitution. If cpj = - and cqj &= -, then cpj is said deleted from sequence Sp or cqj is

said inserted in sequence Sq. Given two di"erent rows in an alignment, a maximal

run of deleted characters and a maximal run of inserted characters are called a gap.

For example, in Figure 2.2 the first column is a substitution and the third column

is an identity. In the third last column, D is inserted or an unknown letter above it

is deleted and represented as a space. There are three gaps in the alignment shown

in the figure.

An alignment defined in Definition 2.1 is sometimes called a global alignment

to stress the fact that the whole of each input sequence is in the alignment. A

local alignment of sequences S1, . . . , Sk for k ! 2 is an alignment of a set of se-

quences S1, . . . , Sk, where Si is a substring of Si for 1 # i # k.

Scoring an alignment

Note that by Definition 2.1, for given sequences, the number of alignments that

align the input sequences is exponential in the length of sequences [21]. Suppose

a pair of sequences of length n are aligned. The number of alignments of this pair

of sequences is $((3+
'

2)n/
'

n) = %(4n). This is an exponential number in the
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length of sequences that are aligned.

To objectively compare many di"erent alignments that align the same sequences,

one may compute cost of alignments (or score the alignments) and judge the quality

of alignments based on their costs. A function that maps an alignment to a non-

negative number for this purpose is called an alignment cost function. Throughout

this dissertation we assume that an alignment of sequences with smaller cost is

better than other alignments that align the same sequences.

The characteristics of an alignment that an alignment cost function uses are

called alignment features. Each feature should be quantitatively measurable through

a function. A function that measures a characteristic of an alignment is called a

feature measuring function.

The variables that control the mapping behavior of an alignment cost function

are called alignment parameters. Let f be a cost function and w = (w1, . . . , wt) be a

vector of alignment parameters. When the dependence of alignment cost function f

on its alignment parameters w1, . . . , wt should be stressed, we write fw1,...,w!
or

simply fw. When such stress is not necessary, we simply write f . The number

of feature measuring functions and the number of parameters for an alignment

cost function are not necessarily the same. The constants that are assigned to the

parameters are called parameter values. An alignment parameter is called fixed if

it is assigned a value, and free otherwise. All parameters for an alignment cost

function must be fixed before the cost function is used.

The alignment cost function considered in this dissertation is the standard align-

ment cost function, which

• is a linear function of its parameters and

• scores a pairwise alignment.

The standard linear cost function for pairwise alignments considers substitution

and gap parameters. A substitution parameter "ab is the parameter charged for a
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substitution involving the unordered pair of letters a and b in a certain alphabet.

A gap-open parameter # is the parameter charged per gap and a gap-extension

parameter $ is the parameter charged per letter in a gap. Under this model a

gap of length % costs # + $%. In Section 3.1 we present a concrete example of the

standard alignment cost function for global pairwise alignments of protein sequences

with linear gap costs in detail.

Finding an optimal alignment

Given an alignment cost function f , an alignment with the minimum cost under f

is of interest. An alignment A is called an optimal alignment under f if

f(A) # f(B), (2.1)

where B is any alignment of the sequences that A aligns. Finding an optimal

alignment leads to the following classic problem.

Problem 2.1 (Optimal Alignment) Given a set of sequences S1, . . . , Sk, and

an alignment cost function f , find an optimal alignment A of sequences S1, . . . , Sk

under f . !

The original version of this problem, which is finding an optimal global align-

ment of two sequences, was discussed and solved by Needleman and Wunsch [45].

Their algorithm finds an optimal global alignment in O(n3) time via dynamic pro-

gramming, where n is the length of the sequences. The gap cost that they consid-

ered is called arbitrary gap cost because the gap-extension parameter can be any

function of the gap length.

A decade later a more practical and e!cient algorithm that finds an optimal

alignment of a pair of sequences with linear gap costs in O(n2) time was found [19,

17, 1]. In the linear gap cost model, as mentioned earlier, a gap of length % costs #+
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$% where # and $ are respective gap-open and gap-extension parameters. The linear

gap cost is most commonly used for alignment of protein sequences by biologists.

Waterman [58] argued and proposed a better gap cost model, which is called

convex gap costs. In this model the gap-extension parameter is a convex function of

gap length. In words, as a gap length increases, the additional cost charged for an

additional letter in the gap does not increase. Miller and Myers [41] and indepen-

dently Galil and Giancarlo [18] found an algorithm that finds an optimal alignment

of two sequences with convex gap costs in O(n2 lg n) time using candidate-list ap-

proach.

We give a description of an algorithm that finds an optimal alignment of a pair

of sequences under a given cost function with linear gap costs. This algorithm uses

dynamic programming and finds a solution to Optimal Alignment in O(mn) time,

where m and n are the sequence lengths. Hence this is an algorithm whose running

time is polynomial in the length of input sequences.

Algorithm 2.1 (Algorithm for Optimal Alignment) Given two sequences S

and T of lengths m and n, consider prefixes S[1 : i] of S and T [1 : j] of T . An

alignment of these two prefixes ends with either

• a substitution involving S[i] and T [j],

• a gap involving S[k : i] for some k # i, or

• a gap involving T [k : j] for some k # j.

These are the only possibilities for the ending of an alignment of the prefixes. In

any case, the alignment is preceded by an optimal alignment of shorter prefixes.

We define, for each of three types, a variable or cell that keeps the minimum

cost of all alignments of the prefixes that end with the type: D(i, j) for substitution,

V (i, j) for deletion, and H(i, j) for insertion. A cell M(i, j) is defined to be the

minimum of D(i, j), V (i, j), and H(i, j). These four cells together form an entry

in a dynamic programming table. The definitions of these cells lead to general
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recurrences. We give the recurrence for M .

M(i, j) := min {D(i, j), V (i, j), H(i, j)} , for 0 # i # m and 0 # j # n.

The recurrences for D, V , and H are

D(i, j) := M(i( 1, j ( 1) + "(S[i], T [j]),

V (i, j) := min
!

M(i( 1, j) + #, V (i( 1, j)
"

+ $, and

H(i, j) := min
!

M(i, j ( 1) + #, H(i, j ( 1)
"

+ $,

(2.2)

and their boundary conditions are
#
$$$$%

$$$$&

D(0, 0) := 0

V (0, 0) := )

H(0, 0) := )

,

#
$$$$%

$$$$&

D(i, 0) := )

V (i, 0) := # + i $

H(i, 0) := )

, and

#
$$$$%

$$$$&

D(0, j) := )

V (0, j) := )

H(0, j) := # + j $

,

for 1 # i # m and 1 # j # n, where "(S[i], T [j]) is the substitution cost involving

an unordered pair of letters S[i] and T [j], and # and $ are the gap-open and gap-

extension costs respectively.

The cost of an optimal alignment of S and T is obtained from cell M(m, n)

and the alignment itself is discovered by tracking back from entry (m, n) to (0, 0).

The above recurrences can be evaluated by filling out each entry of the dynamic

programming table in row-major order in O(mn) time because O(1) time is required

to fill out each entry in the table of (m+1) " (n+1) entries. Finding an optimal

alignment takes O(m + n) time. Therefore the algorithm takes time polynomial in

the length of sequences to find a solution to Optimal Alignment. !

Given an alignment cost function, an alignment whose cost is as good as all

the other alignments that align the same sequences (except possibly an optimal

alignment) is called a next-best alignment under the cost function. Finding a next-

best alignment of two sequences under a given alignment cost function with linear

gap costs can be solved in O(n2) time by modifying the above algorithm. The

description of the algorithm is given in Section 4.1.2.
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2.2 Inverse Parametric Sequence Alignment

In Optimal Alignment, a set of sequences and an alignment cost function fw with

alignment parameters w are given, and an optimal alignment under fw is sought.

An inverse of this problem is the following. Given an alignment and an alignment

cost function fw with alignment parameters w, find a choice x of parameter values

for w that makes the input alignment optimal under fw. This problem, which we

formally define later, is called Inverse Parametric Sequence Alignment [26, 55, 32]

or simply Inverse Alignment.

Inverse Alignment was introduced by Gusfield and Stelling [26] in their seminal

paper. They considered the problem for the case of two alignment parameters and

one alignment, and sought parameter values that made the input alignment be

an optimal alignment of its sequences. For this version of Inverse Alignment they

presented an indirect approach that attempted to avoid computing the complete

parametric decomposition of the parameter space [59, 25, 46]. The parametric

decomposition is a partition of the parameter space such that an alignment A

which is optimal under one choice of parameter values in a partitioned region R is

optimal under all choices of parameter values in R, and R cannot be made larger

without A losing its property of optimality.

Later Sun, Fernandez-Baca, and Yu [55] gave the first direct algorithm for In-

verse Alignment for the case of three parameters and an alignment of a pair of

sequences. While they consider three parameters, their solution e"ectively fixes

one parameter value at zero. Given two sequences of length n, their algorithm finds

three parameter values that make the input alignment optimal in O(n2 lg n) time.

Their approach is involved and does not appear to have been implemented.

In a significant advance, Kececioglu and Kim [32], using a completely di"erent

approach based on linear programming, gave the first polynomial time algorithm

for arbitrarily many parameters and alignments. This approach is flexible and ac-
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tually solves the more general problem of inverse parametric optimization. For a

combinatorial optimization problem P, inverse parametric optimization seeks pa-

rameter values for the objective function of P that make a given example solution

to an instance I of P be an optimal solution to I. This approach solves the inverse

parametric problem in polynomial time for any problem P where: (1) the objec-

tive function for P is linear in its parameters, and (2) problem P can be solved in

polynomial time for any fixed choice of its parameters. This solves inverse para-

metric optimization for an extremely wide range of problems P, including many

classic problems such as sequence alignment, shortest paths, and network flow.

Eppstein [16] also discovered a similar approach to general inverse parametric op-

timization. Eppstein applied it in the context of minimum spanning trees to find

parameter values for edge weights that make an example tree be the unique optimal

spanning tree. In the context of biological sequence alignment, this unique-optimal

form of the inverse problem rarely has a solution [32].

In the following three sections we present three di"erent formulations of Inverse

Alignment called Inverse Optimal, Unique-Optimal, and Near-Optimal Alignments.

All address arbitrary numbers of alignments and alignment parameters. Through-

out this dissertation, we call the input alignments to inverse alignment examples.

The input to each problem is the same:

• a set of examples Ai, each of which aligns sequences in a set Si, for 1 # i # k,

• an alignment cost function fw with alignment parameters w, and

• a parameter domain D.

2.2.1 Inverse Optimal Alignment

We present the most fundamental version of inverse alignment, called Inverse Op-

timal Alignment, that finds a choice of parameter values that makes the examples

to be all optimal alignments under the choice, if such a choice exists.
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Problem 2.2 (Inverse Optimal Alignment) Given a set of examples Ai, each

of which aligns sequences in a set Si for 1 # i # k, an alignment cost function fw

with alignment parameters w, and a parameter domain D, find a choice x of pa-

rameter values for w in D such that each example Ai is an optimal alignment of its

sequences in Si under fx. !

Note that a solution of Inverse Optimal Alignment does not necessarily make the

examples all be uniquely optimal; there may exist another choice for parameter

values that makes the examples all be optimal alignments under that choice. Also

note that Inverse Optimal Alignment may have no solution; it is possible that no

choice for parameter values makes the examples all be optimal. This situation arises

when the intersection of all choices of parameter values which make the examples

all be optimal becomes empty. An algorithm for Inverse Optimal Alignment must

detect this situation, and report that no solution exists. We explain the reason that

Inverse Optimal Alignment may not have a solution in detail in Section 2.2.3.

We give theoretical and practical algorithms for Inverse Optimal Alignment in

Chapter 4, and demonstrate in Chapter 7 that it is common for Inverse Optimal

Alignment with examples of real biological sequences to have no solution.

2.2.2 Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment

In some applications of inverse alignment we may need to find a choice of param-

eter values that makes a given alignment be the unique-optimal alignment of its

sequences. This can arise, for example, in the following setting. Suppose we want

to run computational experiments to test how well an exact algorithm for Opti-

mal Alignment (that always finds an optimal alignment under given alignment cost

function) performs at recovering benchmark alignments, compared to a heuristic

for the same problem (that may fail to find an optimal alignment). If one can find a

choice of parameter values such that the benchmarks are the unique-optimal align-

ments of their sequences under the choice, then the exact algorithm will recover the
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benchmarks perfectly. With this choice, any discrepancy between the alignment

computed by the heuristic and the benchmark reflects precisely how much worse

the heuristic performs due to failing to optimize the alignment cost function. For

an alignment to be unique-optimal, every other alignment of the same sequences

must cost more. We quantify how much more in cost as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Unique Optimality) An alignment A is called & unique-optimal

under alignment cost function f for a positive real number & > 0 if

f(A) # f(B) ( &, (2.3)

where B is any alignment other than A of the sequences that A aligns. !

Note that if alignment A is & unique-optimal under alignment cost function f , then

A is & unique-optimal under f for 0 < & # &. Therefore given alignment A, we

may want to find the largest value of & together with a choice x of parameter values

that makes alignment A be & unique-optimal under fx.

Problem 2.3 (Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment) Given a set of exam-

ples Ai, each of which aligns sequences in a set Si for 1 # i # k, an alignment

cost function fw with alignment parameters w, and a parameter domain D, find a

choice x of parameter values for w in D such that each example Ai is an & unique-

optimal alignment of its sequences in Si under fx for a positive number & > 0 and

& is maximized. !

Note that Inequality (2.3) is more strict than Inequality (2.1) for the same align-

ment A. This implies that a solution x for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment with

examples is a solution for Inverse Optimal Alignment with the same examples. It

also implies that whenever there is no solution for Inverse Optimal Alignment with

examples, a solution for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment with the same examples

does not exist.
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We give theoretical and practical algorithms for Inverse Unique-Optimal Align-

ment in Chapter 4, and demonstrate in Chapter 7 that it is common for Inverse

Unique-Optimal Alignment with examples of real biological sequences to have no

solution.

2.2.3 Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment

The reason that Inverse Optimal Alignment may not have a solution follows. Sup-

pose we solve the problem with k examples. Let Wi be the set of choices of param-

eter values such that example Ai is optimal under alignment cost function fx for

every x $ Wi for i = 1, . . . , k. The set of parameter value choices that make the

examples all be optimal is obtained by taking the intersection of W1, . . . ,Wk. The

result can easily be empty. The reason for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment is

similar.

When it is not possible to find a choice for parameter values that makes examples

all be optimal, we may seek the next best thing, which is a choice of parameter

values that makes the examples all be near-optimal. This problem is called Inverse

Near-Optimal Alignment.

Given a set of examples and a choice of parameter values, the closeness to

optimality of the examples is di"erent depending on how we measure the closeness

to optimality or errors of the examples under the choice. This section presents

three di"erent variations of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment, each of which has an

di"erent error measure function. Given a set of examples and a choice of parameter

values, the error function measures a nonnegative error of the examples under

the choice. Each variation of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment minimizes its error

measure function while it finds a choice of parameter values. Unlike Inverse Optimal

and Unique-Optimal Alignments, Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment has a solution

for a large enough error.

Theoretical and practical algorithms for each variation of Inverse Near-Optimal
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Alignment are given in Chapter 4, and of the practical algorithms on protein se-

quence alignments are given in Chapter 7.

Absolute error criterion

The first variation of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment is called Inverse Alignment

under Absolute Error or simply, the absolute error criterion. Given a set A of

alignments and an alignment cost function fx with a choice x of parameter val-

ues, the error function for this problem is the average absolute error of alignment

costs fx(A) for A $ A with respect to the optimal costs fx(A!) where A! is the

optimal alignment under fx of the sequences that A aligns. This function can be

written as follows.

Definition 2.3 (Error measure Eabs) Given a set A of alignments and an align-

ment cost function fx with a choice x of parameter values, the error function Eabs

of set A under the choice x is:

Eabs(x,A) :=
1

|A|
'

A"A

(fx(A) ( fx(A
!)) , (2.4)

where |A| is the number of alignments in set A, and A! is an optimal alignment

under fx of the sequences that A aligns. !

The cost di"erence inside the summation in Equation (2.4) is the absolute error

of the cost of alignment A and the sum of all absolute errors are averaged by

the number of the alignments. Hence Eabs measures the average absolute error of

alignment costs. Note that if Eabs(x,A) is zero, each alignment in A is an optimal

alignment under fx because for the average of nonnegative absolute errors to be

zero, every error must be zero. In other words, x is a solution of Inverse Optimal

Alignment for examples in A.
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Problem 2.4 (Inverse Alignment under Absolute Error) Given a set A of

examples, an alignment cost function fw with parameter vector w, and a parameter

domain D, find a choice x! of parameter values for w:

x! := arg min
x"D

Eabs(x,A), (2.5)

where Eabs is the error function defined in Equation (2.4). !

This problem finds a choice x! of parameter values in parameter domain D that

minimizes the average absolute error of the example costs for every choice of pa-

rameter values.

Relative error criterion

The second variation is called Inverse Alignment under Relative Error or simply

the relative error criterion. Given a set A of alignments and an alignment cost

function fx with a choice x of parameter values, the error function for this problem

is the maximum relative error of alignment costs fx(A) for A $ A with respect

to their corresponding optimal costs fx(A!), where A! is the optimal alignment

under fx of the sequences that A aligns. This function can be written as follows.

Definition 2.4 (Error measure Erel) Given a set A of alignments and an align-

ment cost function fx with a choice x of parameter values, the error measure Erel

of set A under the choice x is:

Erel(x,A) := max
A"A

(
fx(A) ( fx(A!)

fx(A!)

)
, (2.6)

where A! is an optimal alignment under fx of the sequences that A aligns. !

The cost fraction inside the maximum in Equation (2.6) is the relative error of the

cost of alignment A and the maximum of all relative errors is taken. Hence Erel

measures the maximum relative error of alignment costs. Note that if Erel(x,A) is

zero, each alignment in A is an optimal alignment under fx. For the maximum of
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nonnegative relative errors to be zero, every error must be zero. In other words, x

is a solution of Inverse Optimal Alignment for examples in A.

Note that the denominator in Equation (2.6) must not be zero. Since the cost

of alignment is nonnegative, the only choice x of parameter values that makes an

alignment score zero is x = 0 . Notice that if x = 0, every alignment scores the same

under fx. In other words, x is an optimal solution for Inverse Optimal Alignment

and Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment (except the discrepancy error criterion which

follows shortly). However this choice x is not biologically meaningful because every

alignment scores the same. We discuss this degeneracy issue which arises for a

linear alignment cost function in detail in Section 4.2.2.

Problem 2.5 (Inverse Alignment under Relative Error) Given a set A of

examples, an alignment cost function fw with parameter vector w, and a parameter

domain D, find a choice x! of parameter values for w:

x! := arg min
x"D

Erel(x,A), (2.7)

where Erel is the error function defined in Equation (2.6). !

This problem finds a choice x! of parameter values in parameter domain D that

minimizes the maximum relative error of the example costs for every choice of

parameter values.

Error function Erel measures the maximum relative error whereas Eabs measures

the average absolute error. One may attempt to minimize the average relative error

across the example costs by modifying the problem. We explain why this problem

formulation is not solvable by linear programming in Section 3.3.3.

Discrepancy error criterion

In this variation the error measure function Edis consists of two di"erent types

of error, namely absolute error and recovery error d(A, B), which is informally the
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fraction of columns of alignment A that are not present in alignment B of sequences

that A aligns. The formal definition follows.

Definition 2.5 (Recovery Error) Let A and B be alignments that align the

same sequences. The recovery error of A by B is

d(A, B) := 1 ( c(A, B) / k, (2.8)

where c(A, B) is the number of columns common in both alignments A and B and

k is the number of columns in A. !

To understand why the recovery error is introduced, consider the following circum-

stance. If a solution to Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment with an example, say A,

exists, the example A can be recovered exactly by finding an optimal alignment B

of the sequences that A aligns under the solution because the solution makes A

unique-optimal and B is the optimal under the solution. In other words, A = B.

The recovery error d(A, B) in this case is zero and the recovery is perfect. As noted

earlier, such a solution rarely exists. Suppose we have an alignment cost function

in which recovery error is accounted for. If a choice of parameter values that makes

the function value of example A as small as possible is found, the recovery error of

an optimal alignment B under this function is small because the function incorpo-

rates the recovery error and it is minimized. Hence this choice of parameter values

yields a better recovery of A.

The following error measure, which incorporates the recovery error, was first

introduced in [62], where they call the recovery error function d a loss function.

Definition 2.6 (Error measure Edis) Given a set A of alignments and an align-

ment cost function fx with a choice x of parameter values, the error measure Edis

of set A under the choice x is:

Edis(w,A) :=
1

|A|
'

A"A

(fx(A) ( fx(A
!) + d(A, A!)) , (2.9)
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where A! is an alignment that minimizes fx(A!)(d(A, A!) and aligns the sequences

that A aligns. Edis(x, {A}) is called the discrepancy error of alignment A under a

choice x of parameter values. !

The sum of all discrepancy errors of alignments in A is normalized by dividing

by the number of the alignments in the set. Hence Edis measures the average

discrepancy error of alignments. Note that if Edis(x,A) is zero, each alignment

in A is an optimal alignment under fx because for the average of nonnegative

discrepancy errors to be zero, every discrepancy error must be zero and therefore

the absolute cost error must be zero. In other words, x is a solution of Inverse

Optimal Alignment for examples in A.

Problem 2.6 (Inverse Alignment under Discrepancy Error) Given a set A

of examples, an alignment cost function fw with parameter vector w, and a param-

eter domain D, find a vector x! of parameter values for w:

x! := arg min
x"D

Edis(x,A), (2.10)

where Edis is the error measure function defined in Equation (2.9). !

This problem finds a choice x! of parameter values in parameter domain D that

minimizes the average discrepancy error of the examples for every choice of param-

eter values.

Summary of the chapter We reviewed how to find an optimal alignment of two

sequences under a given alignment cost function with linear gap costs (Section 2.1).

We explained the problem called inverse alignment and defined and motivated three

di"erent formulations of the problem: Inverse Optimal, Unique-Optimal, Near-

Optimal Alignments (Section 2.2). For Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment, we defined

three variations with error functions: absolute, relative, and discrepancy error cri-

teria. In the next chapter we show how each of the inverse alignment problem can
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be reduced to a linear programming problem when the alignment cost function is

linear in it parameters.
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CHAPTER 3

REDUCTION TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING

We assume that an alignment cost function is a linear function of its parame-

ters throughout this dissertation. We explain how alignment is scored under the

standard linear cost model. For each formulation of the inverse alignment prob-

lem given in the previous chapter we present a reduction to a linear programming

problem. We review the linear programming problem and algorithms that solve

linear programs. We conclude that even though the size of the resulting linear

program is exponential in the number of variables, it can be solved in polynomial

time, combined with a theorem called Equivalence of Separation and Optimiza-

tion, if Separation, which is a problem referred in the theorem, can be solved in

polynomial time.

3.1 Linear cost functions

For most standard forms of alignment cost models, the alignment cost function f

is a linear function of its parameters. Throughout this dissertation an alignment

cost function is assumed to be linear in its alignment parameters, and each feature

is scored by an alignment parameter. Formally the linear alignment cost function f

is of form:

fw(A) := m0(A) +
'

1#i#t

mi(A) wi, (3.1)

where A is the alignment that f scores, t is the number of free alignment parameters,

w is a vector of free alignment parameters wi, and mi is a feature measuring function

scored by wi. m0 is the sum of costs of alignment features whose corresponding

parameters are fixed; m0 is a constant and if no parameter is free, it is zero. In a
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linear cost function, the number of alignment features and the number of alignment

parameters are the same.

For a concrete example, consider the standard alignment cost function that

scores an alignment of two protein sequences with linear gap costs. Alignment

parameters for the cost function are:

• substitution parameters "ab, charged for a substitution involving the un-

ordered pair of letters a and b in the protein alphabet of amino acids,

• a gap-open parameter # charged per gap, and

• a gap-extension parameter $ charged per residue in a gap.

There are 210 unordered pairs of letters over the alphabet of 20 amino acids. Notice

that "ab = "ba for this unordered pair model. Recall that a gap is a maximal run

of either inserted letters or deleted letters. A gap of length % costs # + $%. These

212 alignment parameters "ab, #, and $ are w1, . . . , w212 in the notation of Equa-

tion (3.1). The feature measuring functions corresponding to these alignment

parameters are:

• sab(A) which counts the number of substitution pairs a and b in A,

• g(A) which counts the number of gaps in A, and

• %(A) which counts the total length of gaps in A.

These feature measuring functions sab, g, and % are m1, . . . ,m212 in the notation of

Equation (3.1).

The cost of alignment A for this model is

fw(A) :=

*
'

a,b

sab(A) "ab

+
+ g(A) # + %(A) $. (3.2)

Remember that an alignment parameter is called fixed if it is assigned a value,

and free otherwise. If some parameters are fixed, the terms in Equation (3.2)

involving these fixed parameters are constants in f whose sum is m0 in the notation

of Equation (3.1).
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It is worthwhile to compare the values of error functions under two di"erent

scenarios. In one scenario all alignment parameters are free and the values for all

212 parameters are learned. In the other scenario substitution parameters are fixed

at a standard substitution cost matrix such as a PAM [10] or BLOSUM [27] matrix and

only values for gap parameters are learned. We present our experimental results

with these scenarios under di"erent formulations of Inverse Alignment in Chapter 7.

3.2 Linear Programming

When an alignment cost function f is a linear function of its alignment parameters,

we can solve all the problem formulations in Chapter 2 using linear programming.

Informally the linear programming problem is, given

• a variable vector x = (x1, . . . , xt),

• a system of linear inequalities in the variables, and

• a linear objective function in the variables,

find an assignment x! of real values to the variables that satisfies all the inequali-

ties and minimizes the objective function. An instance of the linear programming

problem is called a linear program. The linear programming problem is formally

defined as follows.

Problem 3.1 (Linear Programming) Given a matrix A $ Rm$t, a column vec-

tor b $ Rm, and an objective coe!cient vector c $ Rt, find a value vector x! for x

where

x! := arg min
x% 0

{c · x : Ax ! b} . (3.3)

!

In matrix notation the system of m inequalities in t variables is described by the

m " t coe!cient matrix A and the length-m vector b, and the objective function

for the linear program is described by the length-t vector c.
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In this problem definition x! is called an optimal solution to the linear program.

Any solution x that satisfies Ax ! b is called a feasible solution. A linear program

is called infeasible if it has no feasible solution, bounded if it has an optimal feasible

solution, and unbounded if it has feasible solutions that are arbitrarily good under

the objective function.

In 1947, the first algorithm for linear programming called the simplex method

was proposed by Dantzig [11]. His algorithm solves the problem in a finite number

of steps. The algorithm starts at some vertex of the simplex (or simply polytope)

and in each step, it moves from the current vertex to a neighboring vertex at

which the objective value is not worse than that of the current vertex. When

it reaches a local minimum, the algorithm stops because the simplex is convex

and the objective function is linear and hence the local minimum is the global

minimum. This algorithm runs in O(
,

m
t

-
) steps, and often runs very fast in practice,

where m and t are the numbers of inequalities and variables in the linear program

respectively. This algorithm, however, was proved to take exponential number %(2t)

of steps for certain input instances [37]. Therefore it is not a polynomial time

algorithm. Nevertheless the simplex algorithm and its variants remain a popular

choice for Linear Programming.

The ellipsoid method given by Khachiyan [31] is the first algorithm whose run-

ning time was proved to be polynomial in the numbers of inequalities and variables.

The algorithm finds a feasible solution satisfying a system of strict inequalities and

uses this solution to solve the linear program. In an iterative approach, each iter-

ation replaces the current ellipsoid that contains a feasible solution to the system

of strict linear inequalities if such solution exists with a smaller one containing a

solution. After enough iterations either a solution is found or the current ellipsoid

is too small to contain a solution, in which case the corresponding linear program

is infeasible. Khachiyan’s algorithm runs slowly in practice due to the degree of

the polynomial too high. The result is still important however because it shows the
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existence of a polynomial time algorithm for Linear Programming.

Karmarkar [29] in his revolutionary paper introduced the interior-point method

which requires in the worst case O(t3.5B) arithmetic operations on O(B)-bit num-

bers, where t is the number of variables in the linear program and B is the number

of bits in the input. As opposed to the simplex method which uses vertices at the

boundary, the interior point algorithm start with a point that lies inside the set

of feasible solutions, and iteratively computes a series of solutions that belong to

the strictly feasible set and converges to an optimal solution. With rounding the

near optimal solution like the ellipsoid method, the interior point method obtains

an exact optimal solution.

To summarize, in the worst case Linear Programming can be solved in polyno-

mial time in the number of variables and inequalities. The methods that are fast

in practice may take a polynomial time in the worst case.

3.3 Reduction of Inverse Alignment to Linear Program-
ming

To solve the inverse alignment problem via linear programming, an instance of

Inverse Alignment should be reduced to a linear program. We present this reduction

for every formulation of Inverse Alignment in Section 2.2.

Each reduction of Inverse Alignment formulations produces a linear program

with a huge system of linear inequalities. In the reduction, given an example Ai,

every alignment B of the sequences that Ai aligns generates an inequality in the

linear program. The number of such alignments B is %(4n) where n is the length

of sequences as noted in Section 2.1. An instance of Inverse Alignment with t free

alignment parameters and k examples, each of which aligns at least two sequences

of length n or greater, generates a linear program with %(k4n) inequalities in t

variables. Surprisingly, for may forms of sequence alignment this linear program can

be solved in polynomial time in t variables due to a deep result called Equivalence
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of Separation and Optimization. We explain this result in Section 3.4 after we give

the reduction for each formulation of Inverse Alignment.

The reductions of Inverse Optimal Alignment and Inverse Alignment under

Relative Error do not specify the objective function in the linear program; any

feasible solution of the linear program is a solution to the corresponding problem

of Inverse Alignment. We discuss how to exploit the objective function to pick a

feasible solution that is biologically more desirable when the object function of the

reduced linear program is free and specified by the reduction in Section 3.3.4.

Recall that each formulation of Inverse Alignment contains the following in its

input:

• a set of examples Ai, each of which aligns sequences in a set Si, for 1 # i # k,

• an alignment cost function fw with parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt), and

• a parameter domain D described by linear inequalities of parameters.

3.3.1 Inverse Optimal Alignment

An instance of Inverse Optimal Alignment defined in Problem 2.2 is reduced to a

linear program as follows.

The variables x = (x1, . . . , xt) in the linear program correspond to free alignment

parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt).

The system of inequalities in the linear program follows. Every inequality that

describes the parameter domain D is added to the system. For each example Ai

and every alignment B of sequences in set Si, we have an inequality

fx(A) # fx(B). (3.4)

These inequalities simply express that Ai is a minimum cost alignment of sequences

in Si, and hence Ai under parameter values x is an optimal alignment. (Note that if

the alignment cost function f is to be maximized, the direction of Inequality (3.4)

should be reversed. Negating all these inequalities puts them into the canonical
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form Ax ! b for the linear program.) Written in terms of x1, . . . , xt, Inequality (3.4)

is by Equation (3.1) equivalent to the linear inequality

(m0(Ai) ( m0(B)) #
'

1#j#t

(mj(B) ( mj(Ai)) xj. (3.5)

Note that for any given alignments Ai and B, the quantities mj(B) ( mj(Ai) in

Inequality (3.5) are constants that serve as the coe!cients of the variables x and

that mj(B) (mj(Ai) is a constant sum of costs involving fixed parameters. Also

note that this inequality is linear in the variables x.

For the objective function, one may choose any linear function of the variables x;

the objective function is free and every feasible solution x ! 0 that satisfies the

system of inequalities Ax ! b yields a choice of parameter values that makes all

examples Ai optimal.

3.3.2 Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment

An instance of Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment defined in Problem 2.3 is reduced

to a linear program as follows.

The variables x = (x1, . . . , xt) in the linear program correspond to free alignment

parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt). We have an error variable & in the linear program

which corresponds to the unique optimality & .

The system of inequalities follows. Every inequality that specifies the param-

eter domain D is added to the system. For each example Ai and every other

alignment B &= Ai of sequences in set Si, we have an inequality

fx(Ai) # fx(B) ( &. (3.6)

This inequality expresses that Ai is an & unique-optimal alignment under parameter

values x. Written in terms of x1, . . . , xt and &, Inequality (3.6) is by Equation (3.1)

equivalent to the linear inequality

(m0(Ai) ( m0(B)) #
'

1#j#t

(mj(B) ( mj(Ai)) xj ( &. (3.7)
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Note that this inequality is linear in the variables x and &.

For the objective function, we choose min{(&} because the value of the unique

optimality & must be maximized as specified in the problem formulation.

When the optimal solution for the linear program is found, & > 0 must be

checked. If & > 0, the optimal solution x! for variables x makes examples Ai all be

& unique-optimal under the parameter choice x! and & cannot be made any larger.

Otherwise there is no solution for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment because after

the value of & is maximized, it is still nonpositive. If no solution is found for the

linear program, then there is no solution for the Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment.

3.3.3 Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment

The reduction of each variation of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment resembles that

of Inverse Optimal Alignment. The reduction of the absolute error criterion has

an additional variable 'i in the linear program for each example Ai that measures

the absolute error of the cost of example Ai and the average of all 'i is minimized

by objective function, which gives Eabs. The reduction of the discrepancy error

criterion is similar. The reduction of the relative error criterion generates a series

of linear programs, each of which is for a fixed ' upper bound on Erel that is to

be minimized. We find the smallest value '! of ' (and hence Erel) for which there

is a feasible solution using binary search on ' and by solving the series of linear

programs simultaneously.

Absolute error criterion

An instance of Inverse Alignment under Absolute Error defined in Problem 2.4 is

reduced to a linear program as follows.

The variables x = (x1, . . . , xt) in the linear program correspond to free alignment

parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt). For each example Ai we have an error variable 'i that

holds a value of an upper bound on all absolute errors fx(Ai) ( fx(B) for every
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alignment B of the sequences in set Si. The number of variables in the linear

program is t + k.

The system of inequalities follows. Every inequality that specifies the parameter

domain D is added to the system. For each Ai and every alignment B of sequences

in set Si, we have an inequality

fx(Ai) ( fx(B) # 'i. (3.8)

Note that this inequality is linear in variables x and 'i.

The objective function in the linear program is to minimize

1

k

'

1#i#k

'i. (3.9)

Theorem 3.1 (Reduction for Absolute Error Criterion) An optimal solu-

tion of the above linear program is a solution of Inverse Alignment under Absolute

Error.

Proof If Inequality (3.8) holds for every alignment B of the sequences in set Si

under fx, then in particular it holds for B = A!
i where A!

i is an optimal alignment

of the sequences in Si under fx. On the other hand, if Inequality (3.8) holds

for B = A!
i , it holds for every alignment B of the sequences in Si because fx(A!

i ) #

fx(B). Hence 'i is bounded from below by fx(A) ( fx(A!
i ). Note that if the

objective function (3.9) is minimized, 'i is set to fx(Ai)( fx(A!
i ). Thus the linear

program has the objective value 1
k

.
1#i#k (fx(Ai)( fx(A!

i )), which is Eabs(x, {Ai})

by Definition 2.3. An optimal solution x! over all x $ D of this linear program

satisfies arg minx"D Eabs(x, {Ai}), which is a solution to Inverse Alignment under

Absolute Error. !

Relative error criterion

To find a solution of Inverse Alignment under Relative Error, we reduce the problem

to a series of linear programs L1, L2, . . ., which are explained shortly, and solve the
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linear programs Lj iteratively. We first consider the problem assuming a fixed upper

bound ' on the error measure Erel, the maximum relative error of all example costs.

At the jth iteration, for a given bound ' and linear program Lj, we test whether

there is a feasible solution with a maximum relative error at most ' by solving Lj.

We then iteratively find the smallest value '! of ' for which there is a feasible

solution x using binary search on '. After a linear program generated by the

reduction of Inverse Alignment under Relative Error (defined in Problem 2.5) is

described, we discuss this iterative algorithm in detail.

The variables x = (x1, . . . , xt) in the linear program correspond to free alignment

parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt).

The system of inequalities follows. Every inequality that specifies the parameter

domain D is added to the system. For each Ai and every alignment B of sequences

in set Si, we have an inequality

fx(Ai) # (1+') fx(B). (3.10)

Note that ' is a constant and this inequality is linear in the variables x.

For the objective function, one may choose any linear function of the variables x;

the objective function is free.

Theorem 3.2 (Bounding relative error) Suppose the cost of alignment is al-

ways positive. If x is a feasible solution of the above linear program, then

Erel(x, {Ai}) # '.

Proof If Inequality (3.10) holds for every alignment B of the sequences in set Si

under fx, then in particular it holds for B = A!
i where A!

i is an optimal alignment

of the sequences in Si under fx. On the other hand, if Inequality (3.10) holds for B =

A!
i , it holds for every alignment B of the sequences in Si because fx(A!

i ) # fx(B).

Hence ' is bounded from below by (fx(Ai)( fx(A!
i ))/fx(A!

i ) because fx(A!
i ) > 0.

Therefore ' is bounded from below by the maximum of (fx(Ai)( fx(A!
i ))/fx(A!

i )

for i = 1, . . . , k, which is Erel(x, {Ai}) by Definition 2.4. !
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Notice the assumption of the theorem. Since the cost of alignment is always

nonnegative, the only choice x of parameter values that makes an alignment score

zero is x = 0. This degenerate solution must be eliminated. (As mentioned after

the problem formulation in the previous chapter, this solution is not biologically

meaningful because all alignments score the same under fx.) This degeneracy issue

is further discussed in Section 4.2.2, but for now it is enough to know such a

choice x can be excluded from the parameter domain D by an inequality called a

nondegeneracy inequality.

Finding the smallest maximum relative error We examined what linear

program is generated for a given value of upper bound ' on Erel. We now explain

how one can find the smallest value '! of ' for which there is a solution to any

desired accuracy ( > 0. First set ' = 0 and solve the linear program with ' = 0. If

a solution of this linear program exists, '! = 0. Note that the solution is a solution

of Inverse Optimal Alignment. Otherwise by repeatedly doubling the value of ' (in

other words, setting ' = 2i ( for i = 0, 1, . . .) and solving the linear program for

the ', find an upper bound ' on '! until a solution of the linear program for ' = '

is found. Given an upper bound ' and a lower bound ' = '/2 on '! for which no

solution of the linear program with ' = ' exists, perform binary search on the real

values in interval [', '] that are spaced distance ( apart. This finds the smallest

value '! to within accuracy ( by solving O(lg('!/()) linear programs.

As an aside, one could attempt to minimize the average relative error across the

examples by modifying this reduction as follows. Each example Ai would have a

corresponding error variable 'i, and Inequality (3.10) would be modified by replacing

the global constant ' with the variable 'i. The objective function would be to

minimize 1
k

.
1#i#k 'i. Unfortunately, the modified Inequality (3.10) then becomes

quadratic in variable 'i and the vector of variables x, which is no longer solvable

by linear programming.
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Discrepancy error criterion

An instance of Inverse Alignment under Discrepancy Error defined in Problem 2.6

is reduced to a linear program as follows.

The variables x = (x1, . . . , xt) in the linear program correspond to free alignment

parameters w = (w1, . . . , wt). For each example Ai, we have an error variable 'i that

holds a value of an upper bound on all discrepancy errors fx(Ai)(fx(B)+d(Ai, B)

for every alignment B of the sequences in set Si. The number of variables in the

linear program is t + k.

The system of inequalities follows. Every inequality that specified the parameter

domain D is added to the system. For each Ai and every alignment B of the

sequences in set Si, we have an inequality

fx(Ai) ( fx(B) + d(Ai, B) # 'i. (3.11)

Note that this inequality is linear in the variables x and 'i.

The objective function in the linear program is to minimize

1

k

'

1#i#k

'i. (3.12)

Theorem 3.3 (Reduction for Discrepancy Error Criterion) An optimal so-

lution of the above linear program is a solution of Inverse Alignment under Dis-

crepancy Error.

Proof If Inequality (3.11) holds for every alignment B of the sequences in set Si

under the parameter value choice x, then in particular it holds for B = A!
i where

A!
i is an alignment of the sequences in Si that minimizes fx(B)( d(Ai, B). On the

other hand, if Inequality (3.11) holds for B = A!
i , it holds for every alignment B

of the sequences in Si because fx(A!
i )( d(Ai, A!

i ) # fx(B)( d(Ai, B). Hence 'i

is bounded from below by fx(A)( fx(A!
i ) + d(Ai, A!

i ). Note that if the objective

function (3.12) is minimized, 'i is set to fx(A)( fx(A!
i ) + d(Ai, A!

i ). Thus the
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objective value of the linear program is 1
k

.
1#i#k(fx(Ai) ( fx(A!

i ) + d(Ai, A!
i ))

which is Edis(x, {Ai}) by Definition 2.6. An optimal solution x! over all x $ D of

this linear program satisfies arg minx"D Edis(x, {Ai}), which is a solution to Inverse

Alignment under Discrepancy Error. !

3.3.4 Exploiting the objective function

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the objective function in a linear program can be used

to pick a biologically meaningful choice of parameter values even when the reduction

specifies the objective function. The idea is to solve a multi-stage linear program.

After the minimum value of the objective function given by the reduction, if any, is

found, we add the optimality of the objective function value as a constraint to the

current system of inequalities and solve this system with a new objective function

designed to pick a biologically more desirable solution. We explain this idea and

present concrete examples of objective functions that aim to pick a biologically

desirable solution.

Formulations with a fixed objective function

When the reduction of Inverse Alignment specifies an objective function, an optimal

solution that minimizes the objective function can be a less desirable solution. For

such reduction (and for those that do not specify any objective function), we can

use the following idea to find a better solution.

Let v! be the minimum value of the objective function c · x and L be the system

of linear inequalities specified by the reduction. To pick a biologically meaningful

solution, we add an inequality c · x # v! to the system of inequalities L and set

/c · x as a new objective function to be minimized, where /c is the coe!cient vector

designed to pick a biologically meaningful solution. Note that any feasible solution

of the new linear program is an optimal solution of the original linear program. We

can use this approach for multiple stages.
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Formulations with a free objective function

When the objective function is free, we can exploit the freedom to pick a feasible

solution that is biologically more desirable. We give concrete examples of objective

functions designed to do so under the standard alignment cost model described in

Section 3.1. These objective functions are for the reductions of Inverse Optimal

Alignment and Inverse Alignment under Relative Error.

When all substitution parameters "ab are fixed, the free alignment parameters

are the gap-open parameter # and gap-extension parameter $. Biologists generally

prefer large # and small $, as in this regime optimal alignments tend to consist

of a few long gaps, which is observed in biologically correct alignments. So one

possibility for an objective is the linear combination max{# ( $}. Another option

is to solve a two stage linear program: first we solve the objective max{#} to find #!,

and then in the second stage we solve the objective min{$} with parameter # fixed

at value #!.

When no parameter is fixed, the free alignment parameters are all of "ab, #, and

$. In this case we might want to maximize the separation between substitution

costs "ab for a &= b and identity costs "aa. Then one possibility for the objective is to

maximize the di"erence between the minimum substitution cost and the maximum

identity cost so that they are as far apart as possible. We can express this in our

linear programming formulation by adding two new variables: ", which will equal

the minimum substitution cost, and ), which will equal the maximum identity

cost. Using the objective max{" ( )}, and adding the inequalities " # "ab for

all a &= b, and ) ! "aa for all a, will achieve this goal. (Another possibility is

to maximize the di"erence between the average substitution cost and the average

identity cost, which is also an objective that is linear in the parameters.) This

objective on substitution costs can be combined with our objective on gap penalties

by max{" ( ) + # ( $}. Another option is to solve a three stage linear program:
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we solve the objective max{" ( )} to find "!ab, and then solve the above two stage

objective for gap costs with parameters "ab fixed at values "!ab.

Note that for every objective, we can select two extreme solutions: xlarge, which

is the optimal solution under the objective, and xsmall, which is the optimal solution

in the direction opposite to the objective. Since the domain of feasible solutions

for a linear program is convex, any convex combination of these two extremes,

x! := (1(&) xlarge + & xsmall, where 0 # & # 1, is also a feasible solution. For

example, x1/2 may tend to be a more central parameter choice that generalizes

to alignments outside the training set of examples Ai. This is borne out by our

experiments in Chapter 7.

3.4 Equivalence of Separation and Optimization

One of the truly far-reaching results in linear programming is a theorem called

Equivalence of Separation and Optimization This result was discovered in the early

1980’s by and in full generality by Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver [22], Padberg and

Rao [47], and Karp and Papadimitriou [30]. The theorem mentions two mathemat-

ical problems in it, and to explain these problems requires a few concepts. Linear

Programming optimizes a linear objective function of real variables over a domain

defined by a system of linear inequalities. Geometrically this domain, which is an

intersection of half-spaces, is a convex body called a polyhedron. If the inequali-

ties have rational coe!cients, the polyhedron is called rational. A polyhedron that

contains no infinite rays is said to be bounded. Hence a bounded polyhedron has

finite volume. The problems stated in the theorem are the following.

Problem 3.2 (Optimization) Given a bounded rational polyhedron P * Rn

and a rational vector c $ Rn that specifies the objective function, either

• find a point x! $ P that minimizes c · x over all x $ P , or

• conclude that P is empty. !
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Note that an instance of this problem is equivalent to a linear program under three

assumptions: (1) the linear program is bounded, (2) the coe!cient vector of the

objective function is rational, and (3) all the coe!cients in the system of inequalities

are rational. Suppose the assumptions hold. Then the instance of Optimization is a

linear program with a vector x of n variables, a system of inequalities Ax ! b which

defines the bounded rational polyhedron P , and an objective function c · x. If an

optimal point x! to the instance of Optimization exists, x! is an optimal solution

to the linear program. If P in the instance of Optimization is empty, the linear

program is infeasible.

Problem 3.3 (Separation) Given a bounded rational polyhedron P * Rn and

a rational point v $ Rn, either

• find a rational vector w $ Rn and a rational number b that specify an in-

equality such that w · x # b for all x $ P , but w · v > b, or

• conclude that v $ P . !

In other words, an algorithm for Separation, which we call a separation algorithm,

for polyhedron P determines whether point v lies inside or boundary of P . If v lies

outside, then the algorithm finds an inequality that is satisfied by all points in P

but is violated by v. Such a violated inequality gives a hyperplane that separates v

from P .

Equivalence of Separation and Optimization says that, remarkably, Optimiza-

tion and Separation are equivalent; an e!cient separation algorithm for a linear

program yields an e!cient algorithm for solving that linear program, and vice

versa [23]. The following statement of the theorem is in terms of bounded polyhe-

dra, though it can also be extended to unbounded polyhedra as long as they are

bounded in the direction of the objective function [23].

Theorem 3.4 (Equivalence of Separation and Optimization [22, 47, 30])
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Optimization on a bounded rational polyhedron can be solved in polynomial time

if and only if Separation can be solved in polynomial time. !

The precise definition of polynomial time in the above is rather technical, but

essentially means polynomial in the number t of variables in the system of inequal-

ities describing the polyhedron (really, polynomial in its dimension and the number

of digits in the rational coe!cients). The import is that a linear program that is

implicitly described by a system L of 2!(t) inequalities can be solved in tO(1) time

if, for any candidate solution /x, one can in tO(1) time determine that /x satisfies all

the inequalities in L, or if it does not, report an inequality in L that /x violates.

Of course a separation algorithm that simply scans the system L and tests each

inequality will not achieve this time bound.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 exploits properties of the ellipsoid algorithm for linear

programming described in Section 3.2. As a consequence, the polynomials bound-

ing the running times have high degree, so the theorem does not directly yield

algorithms for quickly solving exponentially large linear programs in practice. Its

main use is in proving that a polynomial time algorithm exists.

Summary of the chapter We gave the reduction of each inverse alignment

formulation to Linear Programming (Section 3.3), for which polynomial time al-

gorithms exist (Section 3.2). Even if the resulting linear program has a system of

inequalities with size exponential in the number of variables, as long as there exists

a separation algorithm for the linear program which solves Separation in polyno-

mial time, the linear program can be solved in polynomial time (Section 3.4). In

the following chapter, we give a polynomial time separation algorithm for each of

the linear programs resulting from the reductions for all inverse alignment formu-

lations. These separation algorithms, combined with Theorem 3.4, will show that

these formulations of inverse alignment can be solve in polynomial time.
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CHAPTER 4

ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

The separation algorithms for each linear programming formulation of Inverse

Alignment, which all run in polynomial time, are presented. These separation algo-

rithms, combined with Theorem 3.4, yield theoretical polynomial time algorithms

for all Inverse Alignment formulations under certain assumptions. We give a prac-

tical algorithm which also uses the separation algorithms and runs fast although

it is not guaranteed to run in polynomial time. These algorithms are the main

results of this dissertation. In the later part of this chapter, various implementa-

tion issues are discussed: eliminating degeneracy solutions, managing examples for

fast separation, seeding inequalities to find a solution fast, managing inequalities to

keep linear programs small and, finding bounding inequalities for fixed alignment

parameters.

4.1 Practical and theoretical algorithms

Due to the Equivalence of Separation and Equivalence theorem, each formulation of

Inverse Alignment can be solved in polynomial time, if the separation algorithms for

each linear programming formulation run in polynomial time. After such separation

algorithms are given, we articulate this result as a theorem. This theorem, however,

does not directly yield algorithms for quickly solving exponentially large linear

programs in practice. We give an algorithm called a cutting plane algorithm which

runs fast in practice although it is not guaranteed to run in polynomial time.
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4.1.1 Practical cutting plane algorithm

In practice a polynomial time solution to Separation (Problem 3.3) is typically

leveraged in an algorithm called a cutting plane algorithm [6, 9] which solves a linear

program with a system L of inequalities. Even though cutting plane algorithms

are not guaranteed to run in polynomial time in the numbers of inequalities and

variables in L, they run fast in practice.

The following cutting plane algorithm assumes that the linear program with L

is bounded. This assumption certainly holds when all alignment parameters are

free as explained in 4.2.1. If at least one of alignment parameters is fixed, the

linear program could be unbounded. In this case it is important to find certain

types of inequalities, which are called bounding inequalities, in the system to know

the feasibility of the linear program. When some parameters are fixed, the linear

program is unbounded if and only if bounding inequalities are missing in the system

of inequalities for the linear program. Bounding inequalities are discussed further

in Section 4.2.1.

Algorithm 4.1 (Cutting Plane Algorithm)

(1) Start with a small subset S of the inequalities in L.

(2) Compute an optimal solution x to the linear program given by subset S. If

no such solution exists, report that the linear program with L is infeasible

and halt.

(3) Call the separation algorithm for L on x. If the algorithm reports that x

satisfies L, output x as an optimal solution to the linear program with L

and halt.

(4) Otherwise, add the violated inequality returned by the separation algorithm

in Step (3) to set S, and loop back to Step (2). !

Lemma 4.1 (Correctness of Step (2) in Algorithm 4.1) Assume that the lin-
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ear program with S is bounded. If an optimal solution x to the linear program

with S does not exist, the linear program with L is infeasible.

Proof If an optimal solution x to the linear program with S does not exist, the

linear program with S is infeasible because it is bounded by assumption. Note that

adding more inequalities to S does not make the linear program with S feasible.

Since L contains all the inequalities in S, the linear program with L is infeasible.

!

Lemma 4.2 (Correctness of Step (3) in Algorithm 4.1) If the separation al-

gorithm reports that a candidate solution x satisfies the linear program with L, x

is an optimal solution to the linear program with L.

Proof If x is not an optimal solution to the linear program with L, there is an

inequality in L separating x from the polyhedron defined by S. This inequality is

a solution to Separation but the separation problem did not return it in Step (3).

This is a contradiction. Therefore x is not an optimal solution to the linear program

with L. !

Theorem 4.1 (Correctness of Algorithm 4.1) If the linear program with S in

Algorithm 4.1 is bounded, the algorithm solves the linear program with L.

Proof Note the linear program with L is bounded because L contains all the

inequalities in S and the linear program with S is bounded. The possible outcome

of a bounded linear program is either the linear program is infeasible, or an optimal

solution to the linear program is found. The first case is correctly reported at

Step (2) by Lemma 4.1. The second case is correctly reported at Step (3) by

Lemma 4.2. Therefore the algorithm solves the linear program with L. !
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4.1.2 Separation algorithm

This section presents a separation algorithm for each linear programming formu-

lation of Inverse Alignment. Recall that given a parameter value assignment x

for alignment parameters, a separation algorithm either concludes that x satisfies

the system L of all the inequalities in the linear program or identifies a violated

inequality in L.

Conceptually we have a di"erent separation algorithm for the subset Li of L

which is associated with each example Ai for 1 # i # k. To separate the system L,

the separation algorithms for A1, . . . ,Ak run consecutively. As soon as one algo-

rithm finds a violated inequality, the algorithm returns the violated inequality and

the separation of the system L stops. If no algorithm finds a violated inequality, it

is reported that x satisfies the linear program with L.

The separation algorithm on subset Li uses an algorithm for Optimal Align-

ment to compute an optimal alignment of given sequences. In addition, for the

linear programming formulation of Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment, a next-best

alignment is computed by the separation algorithm. Note that the separation for L

takes O(kT ) time, where k is the number of examples and T is the time to compute

an optimal alignment (and a next-best alignment). Hence if T is polynomial, the

separation algorithm runs in polynomial time.

The input to the following separation algorithms consists of

• a linear program with a system Li of inequalities that are associated with

example Ai,

• a value vector x for the variables in the linear program,

• example Ai which aligns the sequences in set Si, and

• an alignment cost function fw with alignment parameters w.
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Inverse Optimal Alignment

The system Li of inequalities associated with example Ai resulting from the re-

duction for Inverse Optimal Alignment in Section 3.3.1 consists of the following

inequalities:

fx(Ai) # fx(B), (4.1)

where B is any alignment of the sequences in the set Si and x is a value assignment

of alignment parameters.

Algorithm 4.2 (Separation for Inverse Optimal Alignment)

(1) Compute an optimal alignment B! of the sequences in Si under fx with

parameter choice x.

(2) If Inequality (4.1) does not hold for B = B!, return it as a violated inequality

and halt.

(3) Report that x is an optimal solution to the linear program. !

Theorem 4.2 (Correctness of Algorithm 4.2) Algorithm 4.2 separates a value

vector x for the system Li of inequalities resulting from the reduction of Inverse

Optimal Alignment.

Proof Let B! be the optimal alignment computed in Step (1). We show that

Inequality (4.1) holds for B = B! if and only if the inequality holds for every align-

ment B of the sequences in Si. (+) If Inequality (4.1) holds for B = B!, then

the inequality holds for every alignment B of the sequences in Si because fx(B!)

is the smallest of all fx(B). (,) If Inequality (4.1) holds for all alignments B of

the sequences in Si, then the inequality holds B = B! because B! is one of the

alignments B. Therefore the algorithm separates x for the linear program with the

system Li. !
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Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment

The system Li of inequalities associated with example Ai resulting from the reduc-

tion for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment consists of the following inequalities:

fx(Ai) # fx(B) ( &, (4.2)

where B is any alignment other than Ai of the sequences in the set Si, x is a value

assignment of alignment parameters, and & > 0 is a value for the unique optimality

in Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment.

Algorithm 4.3 (Separation for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment)

(1) Compute an optimal alignment B!
1 of sequences in Si under fx with param-

eter choice x.

(2) If B!
1 &= Ai, return Inequality (4.2) for B = B!

1 as a violated inequality and

halt.

(3) Compute a next-best alignment B!
2 of sequences in Si under fx.

(4) If Inequality (4.2) does not hold for B = B!
2, return it as a violated inequality

and halt.

(5) Report that x is an optimal solution to the linear program. !

Theorem 4.3 (Correctness of Algorithm 4.3) Algorithm 4.3 separates a value

vector (x, & > 0) for the system Li of inequalities resulting from the reduction of

Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment.

Proof Let B!
1 and B!

2 be the optimal and the next-best alignments computed in

Steps (1) and (3) respectively. We show that Inequality (4.2) holds for B = B!
2 &= Ai

if and only if the inequality holds for every alignment B other than Ai of the

sequences in Si. (+) Assume that Inequality (4.2) holds for B = B!
2. This implies

Ai = B!
1 because B!

2 is computed only if the condition is true. Hence Ai = B!
1 &= B!

2

because an optimal alignment is not a next-best alignment. fx(B!
2) # fx(B) holds
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for every alignment B other than Ai of the sequences in Si because fx(B!
2) is the

smallest of all f(B). Hence Inequality (4.2) holds for every alignment B other

than Ai of the sequences in Si. (,) Assume that Inequality (4.2) holds for all

alignments B other than Ai of the sequences in Si. This implies B &= B!
1 because

f(B!
1) is the smallest and the inequality cannot hold for B = B!

1 and & > 0. Then

Inequality (4.2) holds for B = B!
2 because B!

2 is one of the alignments B. Therefore

the algorithm separates (x, & > 0) for the linear program with the system Li. !

We give a description of an algorithm that finds a next-best alignment of two se-

quences under a given alignment cost function with a!ne gap costs. This algorithm

is a simple modification of Algorithm 2.1.

Algorithm 4.4 (Algorithm for Next-Best Alignment) Let A!
1 denote an op-

timal alignment of two sequences of length m and n found by Algorithm 2.1 filling

out the dynamic programming table F. Consider a path that A!
1 walking through

in F. For a fixed row i in the table, the optimal alignment A!
1 visits entry (i, k)

for some 0 # k # n. A next-best alignment A!
2 visits either a di!erent entry or the

same entry on the same row in the table. To find an optimal alignment that visits

a specified entry or cell we use the following approach.

We call table F a forward table because each cell in entry (i, j) contains the

cost of an optimal alignment of prefixes S[1 : i] and T [1 :j] that ends with a certain

type of operations: substitution, deletion, or insertion. Consider another algorithm

that finds an optimal alignment C! by filling out a dynamic programming table B in

which each cell in (i, j) contains the cost of an optimal alignment of su"xes S[i : m]

and T [j : n] that starts with a certain type. We call table B a backward table. If

alignment C! is not the same as alignment A!
1, we report C! as a next-best alignment

and stop. Otherwise the path of A!
1 in F and that of C! in B are the same. To

avoid confusion, we use the table symbol as a subscript for each cell and entry.

For example DF(i, j) denotes D(i, j) in table F. The cost of an optimal alignment
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visiting (i, j) whose prefix alignment ending at (i, j) is optimal is given by g(i, j):

g(i, j) := min
!

gD(i, j) , gV (i, j) , gH(i, j)
"

,

where

gD(i, j) := DF(i, j) + x(i, j),

gV (i, j) := VF(i, j) + min
!

VB(i + 1, j)( # , x(i, j)
"

,

gH(i, j) := HF(i, j) + min
!

HB(i, j + 1)( # , x(i, j)
"

, and

x(i, j) := min
!

MB(i + 1, j) , MB(i, j + 1) , MB(i + 1, j + 1)
"

.

(For simple presentation we omitted boundary cases.) The idea of this computa-

tion g is for a given entry (i, j) that an optimal prefix alignment visits, we consider

all the possible extensions for the su!xes of sequences, which are given by gD, gV ,

and gH . (Note that when either sequence has a gap which spans over (i, j) and

its extension entry, the gap-open cost # should not be charged twice as shown in

function gV and gH .) Note that one can compute an optimal alignment that visits

a specified entry (or cell) using g (or either gD, gV , or gH). The optimal alignment

can be recovered from F and B by stitching two paths together, each of which starts

from the cell that contributed to the minimum cost given by g(i, j).

Suppose A!
1 visits entry (i, k) for i = -m/2.. As we mentioned before, A!

2 visits

either a di"erent entry or the same entry on row i. For the case that A!
2 visits a

di"erent entry on row i, we compute the minimum cost a of all alignments visit-

ing (i, j) for every column j &= k, which is g(i, j). For the case that A!
2 visits the

same entry (i, k), we need to consider every alignment that visits (i, j). Assume

that A!
2 diverges from A!

1’s path on or below the ith row but never above. (Note

that this assumption is valid. If A!
2 diverges from the path somewhere above row i

too, then the gain of A!
2’s detour is none because A!

2 visits (i, j) by the assumption

and A!
1’s path is optimal.) For each entry (v, w) visited by A!

1 on or below row i,

we compute the minimum cost b(v, w) of all alignments visiting (v, w) but not the
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cell in (v, w) that A!
1 visits. This cost is given by

b(v, w) :=

#
$$$$%

$$$$&

min
!

gV (v, w) , gH(v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits DF(v, w),

min
!

gD(v, w) , gH(v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits VF(v, w),

min
!

gD(v, w) , gV (v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits HF(v, w).

Assume that A!
2 diverges from A!

1’s path above row i but not on or below. For en-

try (v, w) visited by A!
1 above row i, we similarly compute the minimum cost c(v, w)

of all alignments visiting (v, w) but not the cell in (v, w) that A!
1 visits. For a given

cell in (v, w) at which an optimal su"x alignment visits, we consider all the possible

extension for the prefixes of sequences. The cost for entry (v, w) is

c(v, w) :=

#
$$$$%

$$$$&

min
!

hV (v, w) , hH(v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits DB(v, w),

min
!

hD(v, w) , hH(v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits VB(v, w),

min
!

hD(v, w) , hV (v, w)
"

if A!
1 visits HB(v, w),

where

hD(i, j) := DB(i, j) + y(i, j),

hV (i, j) := VB(i, j) + min
!

VF(i( 1, j)( # , y(i, j)
"

,

hH(i, j) := HB(i, j) + min
!

HF(i, j ( 1)( # , y(i, j)
"

, and

y(i, j) := min
!

MF(i( 1, j) , MF(i, j ( 1) , MF(i( 1, j ( 1)
"

.

Note that we cover all the cases. The cost of A!
2 is the minimum of all a, b, and c.

Filling out the backward table takes O(mn) time, computing all a, b, and c

takes O(m + n) time, and recovering the actual alignment takes O(m+n) time.

Therefore this algorithm takes O(mn) time to compute a next-best alignment of

two sequences of length m and n. !

Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment

A separation algorithm for each variation of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment can

be obtained from the separation algorithm for Inverse Optimal Alignment (Algo-
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rithm 4.2) by replacing Inequality (4.1) in Step (2) with another inequality, which

will be given below. The correctness of the resulting separation algorithm then can

be shown with the exact same argument used for the correctness of Algorithm 4.2.

In the following we explain how the separation algorithm for Inverse Optimal Align-

ment is modified to obtain a separation algorithm for each Inverse Near-Optimal

Alignment variation.

Absolute error criterion The system Li of inequalities associated with exam-

ple Ai resulting from the reduction for Inverse Alignment under Absolute Error

consists of the following inequalities:

fx(Ai) ( fx(B) # 'i, (4.3)

where B is any alignment of the sequences in the set Si, x is a value assignment

of alignment parameters, and 'i is a value for the upper bound on the absolute

error of the cost of example Ai. We obtain a separation algorithm for the absolute

error criterion from Algorithm 4.2 by replacing Inequality (4.1) in Step (2) with

Inequality (4.3).

Theorem 4.4 (Correctness of Absolute Error Criterion Separation) The

separation algorithm obtained by replacing Inequality (4.1) in Step (2) of Algo-

rithm 4.2 with Inequality (4.3) separates a value vector (x, 'i) for the system Li

of inequalities resulting from the reduction of Inverse Alignment under Absolute

Error. !

The proof for this theorem can be obtained by the exact same argument used for

the correctness of Algorithm 4.2 and is omitted.

Relative error criterion The system Li of inequalities associated with exam-

ple Ai resulting from the reduction for Inverse Alignment under Relative Error
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consists of the following inequalities:

fx(Ai) # (1+') fx(B), (4.4)

where B is any alignment of the sequences in the set Si, x is a value assignment of

alignment parameters, and ' is a constant that bounds from above the maximum

relative error of costs of all examples A1 . . . , Ak. We obtain a separation algorithm

for the relative error criterion from Algorithm 4.2 by replacing Inequality (4.1) in

Step (2) with Inequality (4.4).

Theorem 4.5 (Correctness of Relative Error Criterion Separation) The

separation algorithm obtained by replacing Inequality (4.1) in Step (2) of Al-

gorithm 4.2 with Inequality (4.4) separates a value vector x for the system Li

of inequalities resulting from the reduction of Inverse Alignment under Relative

Error. !

The proof for this theorem can be obtained by the exact same argument used for

the correctness of Algorithm 4.2 and is omitted.

Discrepancy error criterion The system Li of inequalities associated with ex-

ample Ai resulting from the reduction for Inverse Alignment under Discrepancy

Error consists of the following inequalities:

fx(Ai) ( fx(B) + d(Ai, B) # 'i, (4.5)

where B is any alignment of the sequences in the set Si, x is a value assignment

of alignment parameters, and 'i is a value for the upper bound on the discrepancy

error of example Ai.

Algorithm 4.5 (Separation for Discrepancy Error Criterion)

(1) Compute an optimal alignment B! of the sequences in Si under the function

fx(·)( d(Ai, ·) with parameter choice x.
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(2) If Inequality (4.1) does not hold for B = B!, return it as a violated inequality

and halt.

(3) Report that x is an optimal solution to the linear program. !

Theorem 4.6 (Correctness of Algorithm 4.5) Algorithm 4.5 separates a value

vector (x, 'i) for the system Li of inequalities resulting from the reduction of Inverse

Alignment under Discrepancy Error.

Proof Let B! be the optimal alignment computed in Step (1). We show that

Inequality (4.5) holds for B = B! if and only if the inequality holds for every align-

ment B of the sequences in Si. (+) If Inequality (4.5) holds for B = B!, then the in-

equality holds for every alignment B of the sequences in Si because fx(B!)(d(Ai, B)

is the smallest of all fx(B) ( d(Ai, B). (,) If Inequality (4.5) holds for all align-

ments B of the sequences in Si, then the inequality holds B = B! because B! is one

of the alignments B. Therefore the algorithm separates (x, epsiloni) for the linear

program with the system Li. !

We give a description of an algorithm that given an alignment A finds an opti-

mal alignment of two sequences under function f(·)( d(A, ·), where f is an linear

cost function with a!ne gap costs, d is the recovery error function defined in Def-

inition 2.5. Note that this algorithm di"ers from Algorithms 2.1 and 4.4 in the

sense that this algorithm takes as input an alignment, not a pair of sequences. The

algorithm is, however, a trivial modification of Algorithm 2.1 which computes an

optimal alignment under f .

Algorithm 4.6 (Optimal alignment for separation of discrepancy error)

Let m and n be the lengths of sequences that the input alignment A aligns, and k

be the number of columns of A. We integrate the successful recovery rate into our

recurrences in Equation (2.2) and the boundary conditions for the optimal align-

ment. By Definition 2.5, the cost of an alignment B under f(·) ( d(A, ·) can be
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written as f(B)( 1 + c(A, B)/k, where c(A, B) is the number of columns common

in both A and B. Note that the constant term is of no importance for minimization

of the function. We rewrite a new cost function without it:

gA(B) := f(B) +
1

k
c(A, B).

Our algorithm will find an optimal alignment A! under gA. Consider the dynamic

programming table filled by Algorithm 2.1 to find an optimal alignment B! under f .

The input alignment A goes through a certain path in the table, which is not

necessarily the same as the path of B!. Each cell except M , which holds the

minimum of all other cells, on the path of A corresponds to a column in A.

Whenever A!, which is optimal under gA, visits a cell on the path of A, we give

the right amount of recovery rate, which is 1/k, to A!. This is done by adding

the fraction into the recurrences in Equation (2.2) and the boundary conditions in

Algorithm 2.1. To do so, we build a binary table T that records A’s path. Each

entry in T has three cells: DT for substitution, VT for deletion, and HT for insertion.

The value of each cell is 1 if A visits the cell, and 0 otherwise. The recurrences that

replace Equation (2.2) for the new cost function gA are

D(i, j) := M(i( 1, j ( 1) + "(S[i], T [j]) + (DT(i, j) / k) ,

V (i, j) := min
!

M(i( 1, j) + # , V (i( 1, j)
"

+ $ + (VT(i, j) / k) , and

H(i, j) := min
!

M(i, j ( 1) + # , H(i, j ( 1)
"

+ $ + (HT(i, j) / k) ,

and the boundary conditions which are changed are

V (i, 0) := # + i $ + (VT(i, j) / k) , and

H(0, j) := # + j $ + (HT(i, j) / k) ,

for 1 # i # m and 1 # j # n. The rest of them are the same as before.

Filling out the binary table takes O(mn) time, evaluating the recurrences takes

O(mn) time, and recovering the optimal alignment under gA takes O(m+n) time.

Therefore the algorithm runs in O(mn) time. !
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4.1.3 Theoretical algorithm

Section 4.1.1 presented a cutting plane algorithm which solves all of our linear

programming formulations of Inverse Alignment. Section 4.1.2 gave a polynomial

time separation algorithm for each of these programming formulations. This section

shows the existence of a polynomial time algorithm for a linear programming formu-

lation of Inverse Alignment if the alignment cost function is linear in its alignment

parameters, values for the parameters are bounded, and the separation algorithm

for the linear programming formulation runs in polynomial time. Combined with

Theorem 3.4, this proves our main result.

Theorem 4.7 (Complexity of Inverse Alignment) Inverse Optimal Align-

ment and Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment can be solved in polynomial time for

any form of alignment in which:

(1) the alignment cost function is linear in its alignment parameters,

(2) the parameter values can be bounded, and

(3) for any choice of parameter values, an optimal alignment under a given

function can be found in polynomial time.

Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment can be solved in polynomial time if in addition,

for any choice of parameter values, a next-best alignment can be found in polynomial

time.

Proof Assume conditions (1) and (2) are true. Consider an instance of Inverse

Near-Optimal Alignment with t alignment parameters and k examples. Consider

the linear program with a system L of inequalities reduced for this instance of

inverse alignment. Note that all coe!cients in L are rational. In other words,

L describes a bounded rational polyhedron. Assume condition (3) holds. Given

the system L and a choice x of parameter value, the separation algorithm in Sec-

tion 4.1.2 either finds a violated inequality in L or concludes that x satisfies all the
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inequalities in L in O(tk) time. By Theorem 3.4 we can solve the linear program

in polynomial time. (The proof for Inverse Optimal Alignment can be given with

the exact same argument.) Assume that a next-best alignment can be found in

polynomial time. The separation algorithm for Inverse Unique-Optimal Alignment

in Section 4.1.2 either finds a violated inequality in L or concludes x satisfies all

inequalities in L in O(tk) time. By Theorem 3.4, we can solve the corresponding

linear program in polynomial time. !

4.2 Implementation issues

To obtain a practical algorithm for a particular form of alignment several issues

must be worked out. These issues include

• how to find an initial subset of the inequalities that yields a bounded linear

program (Algorithm 4.1)

• how to eliminate degenerate solutions that score all alignments of the same

sequences the same (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3),

• how to manage examples to find a violated inequality fast (Section 4.1.2), and

• how to manage inequalities in a system of inequalities to have a small size

linear program.

In this section we discuss these issues in the context of the standard cost model of

two sequences given in Section 3.1, in which substitutions between pairs of letters

are arbitrary and gaps are scored by the gap-open and gap-extension parameters.

Similar ideas, however, may apply to other forms of alignment as well. All the issues

mentioned below are currently implemented in a software tool called IPA [35], which

we used for the experimental results in Chapter 7.
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4.2.1 Bounding inequalities

The cutting plane algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) assumes that the linear program with

the initial subset S of inequalities is bounded. To use the algorithm, this as-

sumption should hold. In a system of inequalities, the inequalities that together

make the linear program bounded are called bounding inequalities. To find bound-

ing inequalities, we separately consider two forms of the alignment cost function:

when all parameters are free, and when substitution parameters are fixed and gap

parameters are free. Because the values of the parameters must be nonnegative,

inequalities x ! 0 are always added to the initial set for the cutting plane algorithm

in both cases.

When substitution and gap parameters are all free, we can set absolute upper

limits such as 1 on the values of the parameters. Then all parameters lie in the

bounding box 0 # x # 1, which are together bounding inequalities. We take them

as the initial set of inequalities for the cutting plane algorithm.

When substitution costs are fixed, however, the bounding box approach does

not work (as the linear program may be unbounded). Instead we take the following

approach. The linear programming problem is now a two dimensional problem

in the (#, $)-plane, where we associate # with the vertical axis and $ with the

horizontal axis. In general, the linear program is bounded if and only if there exists

(1) an inequality with a negative slope, or (2) two inequalities D and U where

one is a downward halfspace, the other is an upward halfspace, and the slope of

the downward inequality is less than the slope of the upward inequality. If they

exist, these inequalities together with the trivial inequalities yield an initial set for

the cutting plane algorithm of at most four inequalities that give a bounded linear

program. With further analysis, one can find inequalities D and U in O(1) time.
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4.2.2 Degenerate solutions

In general all Inverse Alignment formulations except Inverse Unique-Optimal Align-

ment, when applied to global sequence alignment, have a set F of degenerate solu-

tions,

("ab, #, $) $ F := {(2c, 0, c) : c ! 0} .

Every parameter choice x $ F from this set makes all global alignments of the

sequences that an example aligns score the same, namely c(m+n) for two sequences

of lengths m and n. Such an x makes each example be an optimal alignment, hence

such an x is an optimal solution for every instance of Inverse Alignment (possibly

except under the discrepancy error criterion). Of course these degenerate solutions

are not of biological interest. To eliminate them, we use the following approach.

Let nondegeneracy threshold ! be the di"erence between the expected cost of a

random substitution (of di"erent letters) and the expected cost of a random identity,

measured for some default substitution cost matrix. For a sound scoring scheme

that distinguishes between substitutions and identities, this di"erence should be

positive. The value of ! for the commonly used BLOSUM [27] and PAM [10] matrices

for standard amino acid frequencies is around 0.4 when substitution scores are

translated and scaled to costs in the range [0, 1].

Given a value for threshold ! , we add to the linear program the nondegeneracy

inequality, .
a<b papb "ab.

a<b papb
(

.
a p2

a "aa.
a p2

a

! !, (4.6)

where in the summations a and b range over all amino acids, and pa is the probability

of amino acid a appearing in a random protein sequence. Note that this is a linear

inequality in parameters "ab and "aa.

Inequality (4.6) is equivalent to requiring that for the learned parameters, the

di"erence between the expected score of a random substitution and the expected

score of a random identity is at least ! . When ! is positive, which holds for standard
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cost schemes, this inequality cuts o" the degenerate solution ("ab, #, $) = (2c, 0, c),

as the following theorem states. Furthermore, desirable solutions (such as the cost

scheme from which ! was measured) are not eliminated.

Theorem 4.8 (Eliminating degeneracy) When degeneracy threshold ! > 0, In-

equality (4.6) eliminates all degenerate solutions x $ F.

Proof The degenerate solutions have "ab = "aa = 2c, so their expected substi-

tution and identity scores are equal. The nondegeneracy inequality then reduces

to ! # 0, contradicting ! > 0. In other words, every solution from F violates In-

equality (4.6). !

In essence, the nondegeneracy inequality forces the substitution and identity

costs in the optimal solution x! to the linear program to be at least as nondegenerate

as the default substitution cost matrix from which ! was measured. In Chapter 7,

we show that the value of degeneracy threshold ! is robust across di"erent BLOSUM

matrices and use the value of ! corresponding to BLOSUM, namely ! = 0.4.

We emphasize that the nondegeneracy inequality is crucial, since without it

algorithms for Inverse Optimal and Near-Optimal Alignment immediately output

the optimal trivial solution x = (0, . . . , 0).

4.2.3 Example management

To find new violated inequalities without solving too many Optimal Alignments,

we need to manage the order of examples. We use the following heuristic for this

purpose.

Given a set of examples Ai, we maintain a circular list L of all Ai whose sep-

aration algorithm was not satisfied when Ai was last considered. When an Ai is

examined on L, if Ai does not generate a violated inequality, it is removed from L.

Otherwise, it stays. When L becomes empty, we reset L to be all Ai, and perform
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another scan to verify that all Ai are satisfied by the current solution x. When all

are satisfied, the procedure has found an optimal solution, and terminates. This

heuristic examines Ai that continue to generate violated inequalities on the as-

sumption that Ai that were satisfied will continue to be satisfied on adding new

inequalities. In Chapter 7, we illustrate solving an instance of Inverse Alignment

using this heuristic for fixed substitution parameters.

4.2.4 Inequality management

Notice that the cutting plane algorithm in Section 4.1.1 adds violated inequalities

returned by the separation algorithm in each iteration step. A linear program solver

solves this ever growing linear program until no violated inequality is reported. As

the size of the linear program grows, solving the linear program takes more time

due to the large system of inequalities. An optimal solution x to a linear program

with t variables is, however, decided by t inequalities in the system of the linear

program which intersect each other at point x. To reduce the time spent by a linear

program solver, we take the following approach.

Two constants & ! 1 and * ! & are maintained. Each time we solve a linear

program and find an optimal solution x, the system of inequalities is tested to see

if it contains more than *t inequalities. If it does not, we proceed to the cutting

plane algorithm in the usual manner. Otherwise, we measure the shortest distance

from each inequality in the system to the point x and sort all the distances in a

nondecreasing order to choose the first &t inequalities in the sorted list. Note that

since the inequalities defining x touch the solution x, they are all included in this

choice.

Summary of the chapter We gave a polynomial time separation algorithm for

each linear programming formulation of Inverse Alignment and proved the cor-

rectness of these algorithms (Section 4.1.2). We gave a polynomial time theoreti-
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cal algorithm (Section 4.1.3) and a practical cutting plane algorithm which is not

guaranteed to run in polynomial time but is fast in practice (Section 4.1.1). We

addressed important issues which arise when the cutting plane algorithm is im-

plemented (Section 4.2). In the next chapter, we rigorously address an important

issue of examples available today, namely the issue that the examples used to learn

alignment parameters from are not perfect. We formalize this issue as a problem

and present an iterative approach to this problem which works well in practice.
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CHAPTER 5

EXTENSION TO PARTIAL EXAMPLES

All of our inverse alignment formulations assumed the input alignments are

reliable; the examples are good to learn alignment parameters from. In reality the

best multiple alignments of protein sequences available today are not perfect and

certain parts of these alignments are left unspecified. We formally address this

issue on the input alignments and formalize the issue as a new problem. We extend

all variations of Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment to learn parameter values from

partially reliable examples with an iterative approach. We show the new iterative

scheme guarantees to improve the error under absolute, relative, and discrepancy

criteria.

5.1 Partial examples

For Inverse Alignment of protein sequences, the best examples that are available

come from multiple sequence alignments of protein families that are determined

by aligning the three-dimensional structures of family members. Several suites of

such benchmark alignments are now available [42, 4, 5, 57] and are widely used

for evaluating the accuracy of software for multiple alignment of protein sequences.

Most all of these benchmark alignments, however, are partial alignments. The

benchmark alignment has regions that are reliable and where the alignment is

specified, but between these regions the alignment of the sequences is e"ectively

left unspecified. These reliable regions are usually the core blocks of the multiple

sequence alignment, which are typically gapless sections of the alignment where

structure is conserved across the family. For our purpose, we define partial example,

and reliable regions and unreliable regions in an alignment formally.
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eea-kq-------iKPNLDYPAGPTYNLmgf-DTEMFTPLFIAARITGWTAHIMEQVAdnalir-plseyngpeqrqvp
eey-lsk---k-giSINVDYWSGLVFYGmki-PIELYTTIFAMGRIAGWTAHLAEYVShnr-iirprlqyvgeigkkyl
gkv-lnp---r-giYPNVDFYSGVVYSDlgf-SLEFFTPIFAVARISGWVGHILEYQEldnrllrpgakyvgeldvpyv
ikq-fss---k-giYPNTDFYSGIVFYAlgf-PVYMFTALFALSRTLGWLAHIIEYVEeqhrlirpralyvgpe-----
lndpyfi--ek-klYPNVDFYSGIILKAmgi-PSSMFTVIFAMARTVGWIAHWSEMHSdgmkiarprqlytgyekrdfk
pnv-lleqgkaknpWPNVDAHSGVLLQYygmtEMNYYTVLFGVSRALGVLAQLIWSRAlgfplerpksmstdg------
pnv-lleqgkaknpWPNVDAHSGVLLQYygmtEMNYYTVLFGVSRALGVLAQLIWSRAlgfplerpksmstag------
pnv-lleqgaaanpWPNVDAHSGVLLQYygmtEMNYYTVLFGVSRALGVLAQLIWSRAlgfplerpksmstdg------

Figure 5.1: An alignment containing unreliable regions.

Definition 5.1 (Partial Example) Assume an alignment A of column length %

is given with an indicator vector v = (v1, . . . , v") where vi is 1 if column i of A

is reliable, and 0 otherwise. A reliable region of alignment A is a maximal run of

reliable columns. An unreliable region of A is a maximal run of unreliable columns.

An example whose indicator vector does not have a member with value 0 is called

a complete example. Otherwise the example is called a partial example. !

Note that in this definition, a partial example may contain a gap in its reliable re-

gion. Consequently, partial examples do not simply specify which pairs of positions

to align by substitution, but may also specify which positions should be in gaps.

To avoid confusion, a barred alignment symbol denotes a partial example.

Figure 5.1 shows a part of an alignment of 8 sequences in a protein family

with SCOP identifier a.102.5.1 in PALI benchmark suites [5]. The columns in

lowercase letters are those whose corresponding members in an indicator vector are

0. Otherwise, the columns are written in capital letters. This alignment is hence

by Definition 5.1 a partial example, and it contains two reliable regions and three

unreliable regions. Note that the type of regions alternate. In this example reliable

regions do not contain a gap and show strong similarities among the sequences.

When learning parameters by Inverse Alignment from partial examples, we treat

the unreliable regions as missing information, and such regions do not specify the

alignment of the sequences. Given a partial example, we can think an alignment
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of the sequences that the partial example aligns and all the reliable regions of the

partial example agree with the alignment. We formally define such an alignment.

Definition 5.2 (Completion) Given a partial example A of sequences S1, . . . , S"

with an indicator vector, a completion A of A is a complete example that aligns

sequences S1, . . . , S" and agrees with all the reliable regions of A. !

In other words, a completion A can change A on the substrings that are in unreliable

regions, but must not alter A in reliable regions. Note that in general a partial

example does not have a unique completion.

We define inverse alignment from partial examples as the problem of finding the

optimal parameter choice over all possible completions of the examples.

Problem 5.1 (Inverse Alignment from Partial Examples) Given a set of

partial examples Ai, each of which aligns sequences in a set Si and has its indicator

vector, for 1 # i # k, an alignment cost function fw with alignment parameters w,

and a parameter domain D, find a choice x! of parameter values for w:

x! := arg min
x"D

min
A1,...,Ak

E (x, {A1, . . . ,Ak}) , (5.1)

where error measure function E is Eabs, Erel, or Edis. !

In other words, vector x! minimizes the error measure function E over all comple-

tions of the partial examples. We make a few remarks on this problem definition.

First, this formulation finds parameter values for which optimally aligning the un-

reliable regions yields a completion that costs as close as possible to an optimal

unconstrained alignment of the example sequences. Second, even when the reli-

able regions are all gap-free (which is common when partial examples are obtained

from the standard suites from benchmark protein alignments), this formulation still

learns useful values for gap penalties, as appropriate values for gaps in the unre-

liable regions are necessary for the reliable regions to be part of alignments that
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have close to optimal cost. Third, note that this formulation for partial examples

contains the prior formulations on complete examples as special case. Fourth, in

the discrepancy error criterion the unreliable columns should not be taken into ac-

count for the recovery error function d (Definition 2.5), as these columns are not

trustworthy and the recovery on these columns is not meaningful.

In the next section we tackle this problem by solving a series of Inverse Align-

ments on complete examples.

5.2 Iterative scheme

Inverse Alignment from Partial Examples involves optimizing over all possible com-

pletions of the examples. While for partial examples we do not know how to e!-

ciently find an optimal solution, we present a practical iterative scheme, which as

demonstrated in Chapter 7, finds a good solution.

Note that for a given partial example there could be exponentially many com-

pletions in the sequence lengths. Under a fixed choice of parameter values, it is of

interest to find a completion of the example with the minimum cost.

Problem 5.2 (Optimal Completion) Given a partial example A with its indi-

cator vector, and an alignment cost function fx with parameter values x, find a

completion that is optimal under fx. !

A solution to Optimal Completion is called an optimal completion. Given a

partial example and a choice of parameter values, one can solve the problem by

solving a series of Optimal Alignment with substrings in each unreliable region of

the partial example and then concatenating the resulting optimal alignments of

substrings and reliable regions of the partial example together. Optimal Alignment

should not charge a sequence S for opening a gap at the beginning (or end) of

an alignment if S is a substring in a unreliable region, and the left-hand-side (or

right-hand-side) neighboring region has a gap opened by S at the right (or left) end.
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(Notice that the adjacent neighbors of a unreliable region are reliable regions.)

We describe a practical iterative algorithm for Inverse Alignment from Partial

Example. Again, it is does not find an optimal solution but it finds a good solution.

The initial completion in this algorithm is either a default completion in which a

standard substitution cost matrix [27] and carefully chosen gap parameters are

used for the optimal completion or the trivial completion which means the partial

example is used as a completion.

Algorithm 5.1 (Iterative scheme for partial examples) Given a threshold

value ',

(1) Set j = 0 and e(0) = ).

(2) Compute initial completion A
(0)
i for each partial example Ai.

(3) Repeat the followings until the termination condition is met.

(a) Compute an optimal parameter choice x(j) by solving Inverse Align-

ment on complete examples A
(j&1)
i .

(b) Set e(j) = E
0
x(j),

!
A

(j&1)
i

"1
.

(c) If e(j)/e(j&1) # ', report x(j) as a solution and halt.

(d) Compute an optimal completion A
(j)
i of each example Ai by solving

Optimal Completion under parameter choice x(j).

(e) Increase j by 1. !

Algorithm 5.1 alternates Step (a) of finding an optimal choice of parameter

values in and Step (d) of finding an optimal completion of each partial example,

yielding a sequences of parameter choices and completions,

!
A

(0)
i

"
/(0 x(1) /(0

!
A

(1)
i

"
/(0 x(2) /(0 . . .

As the following result shows, the error of successive parameter estimates decreases

monotonically for all three error criteria.
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Theorem 5.1 (Error monotonicity for partial example) For the iterative

scheme for Inverse Alignment from Partial Examples (Algorithm 5.1), denote the

error in cost for iteration j ! 1 by

ej := E
0
x(j),

!
A

(j&1)
i

"1
,

where function E is error function Eabs, Erel, or Edis. Then

e1 ! e2 ! · · · ! e!,

where e! is the optimum error for Inverse Alignment from Partial Examples with

example Ai under error criterion E.

Proof Since A
(j)
i is an optimal completion of Ai with respect to parameters x(j),

fx(j)

0
A

(j&1)
i

1
! fx(j)

0
A

(j)
i

1
.

In other words, under parameters x(j), the new completions A(j) cost just as close

to optimal as the old completions A(j&1). (Note that the inequality holds for the

discrepancy error criterion because any completion has zero recovery error.) This

implies that with respect to error

E
0
x(j),

!
A

(j&1)
i

"1
! E

0
x(j),

!
A

(j)
i

"1
.

So for the new completions A
(j)
i , error ej is achievable, as witnessed by x(j). Since

the optimum error for A
(j)
i , given by the new parameters x(j+1), cannot be worse,

ej ! ej+1.

Furthermore e! lower bounds the error for all completions. !

Corollary 5.1 (Error convergence for partial examples) Theorem 5.1 im-

plies that the error of the iterative scheme for Inverse Alignment from Partial

Examples converges to some constant bounded from below.
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Proof Since the error across iterations forms a nonincreasing sequence which is

bounded from below, the error converges to some constant bounded from below.

!

Note that Corollary 5.1 only says that the error converges to some value, not neces-

sarily to the optimum error e!. Therefore Algorithm 5.1 does not solve Problem 5.1.

By Corollary 5.1 the termination condition in Step (3) of Algorithm 5.1 is not

required. As witnessed in Chapter 7, the error approaches its lower bound fast

(within a few iterations) but it takes many iterations to reach the bound. In practice

the terminating condition is useful for most of the cases because the improvement

on the error over many iterations is not significant. The termination condition

may take di"erent forms. For example, the di"erence between the errors of two

consecutive iterations, or a bound on the number of iterations, or both can be

used.

As the error on completions improves across the iterations, the recovery of

partial examples tends to improve under all variations of Inverse Near-Optimal

Alignment as shown in Chapter 7. The reason that the recovery is not guaranteed

to improve over iterations is that the recovery function is not linear in alignment

parameters and the recovery error cannot be expressed in terms of the variables in

our linear programming formulations.

A well-chosen initial completion can reduce the final error as demonstrated later

in Chapter 7. The best choice would be the parameter values learned in the last

iteration. This makes Algorithm 5.1 o"-line; if the parameter values learned in the

last iteration are used for the initial completions of the same partial examples in

the next learning session.

Summary of the chapter We formalized the problem of finding a choice of pa-

rameter values from unreliable real-world sequence alignments (Section 5.1). While

we do not know how to solve Inverse Alignment from Partial Examples, we gave a
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practical iterative scheme, which finds a good choice of alignment parameter values,

and proved the error measure under the absolute, relative, and discrepancy error

criteria is guaranteed to improve over the iterations (Section 5.2). In the following

chapter, we present another extension of Inverse Alignment which uses secondary

structure prediction on the input protein molecules to improve the quality of the

parameter values under the error and recovery. We introduce a few alignment cost

models which incorporate the prediction information.
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CHAPTER 6

ALIGNMENT COST MODELS WITH SECONDARY STRUCTURE

We introduce new alignment cost models based on the secondary structure pre-

diction of input protein sequences to improve the accuracy of protein sequence

alignment. These models reflect the impact of residues within certain structures

being aligned to substitution costs and the disruption of structures in di"erent

contexts to gap costs. By solving the inverse alignment problems based on these

cost models, parameter values for substitution and gap parameters can be directly

learned. The secondary structure of protein sequence is reviewed for this purpose.

We show that finding an optimal alignment under most gap contexts does not in-

crease the time and space complexity, and the time complexity under the most

computationally challenged gap context increases by a sublinear factor.

6.1 Protein secondary structure

Studies have showed that the protein structure is more conservative than the se-

quence itself [8, 51, 50]. As a result, our goal is to incorporate protein secondary

structure information into alignment scoring models to improve the accuracy of

multiple alignments. For this purpose we review the protein structure hierarchy

and the secondary structure in detail.

A protein molecule consists of amino acid residues. In a protein molecule, an

amino acid binds to an adjacent residue by forming a peptide bond with dehydra-

tion. A polypeptide chain is a chain of amino acid residues linked by these peptide

bonds in three-dimensional space. This chain is not a linear structure but folds as

it comes into existence in three-dimensional space. The protein structure is impor-

tant because it determines the function of the protein. Therefore understanding
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Figure 6.1: The hierarchy of protein structures [49].

and possibly predicting the structure of protein sequences are important tasks in

computational molecular biology.

Protein structure is hierarchically organized from primary structure to quater-

nary structure as shown in Figure 6.1 [49]. The primary structure is the sequence

of residues in the polypeptide chain or simply the protein sequence (Figure 6.1(a)).

The secondary structure is a highly regular structure in a molecule that is locally

defined (Figure 6.1(b)). In secondary structure, the three-dimensional location in-

formation of atoms is not specified, rather residues are classified using three basic

structural types: &-helix, *-sheet, and loop. (There is also a scheme involving eight

types that is sometimes used.) On this level of the hierarchy, the protein molecule

is a linear sequence over structures of &-helices, *-sheets, and loops. For exam-

ple, in Figure 6.1(a) each maximal run of residues in red (dark) corresponds to

an &-helix, that in blue (light) corresponds to a *-sheet, and that in black (dark-

est) corresponds to a loop. In Figure 6.1(c), loop is represented as gray threads

connecting structures of &-helices or *-sheets. In this chapter we employ the sec-
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ondary structure with three basic structural types in our alignment cost models.

The tertiary structure results from folding the secondary structures into a three-

dimensional configuration (Figure 6.1(c)). The stability of the resulting structure is

caused by hydrophobic chemical forces dictating that amino acids with nonpolarity

must be guarded from water by burying them in the core. As a result, &-helix and

*-sheet are stable structures, located in the core of the folded molecule, whereas

loop usually is outside the core, exposed to water under the surface of the molecule.

The quaternary structure associates at least two tertiary structured polypeptides

(Figure 6.1(d)). Not every protein forms quaternary structure.

In the following we consider an alphabet & of the standard three protein struc-

tural types &-helix, *-sheet, and loop, which are respectively denoted by &, *,

and +.

6.2 Secondary-structure-based cost models

We introduce several cost models for an alignment of two protein sequences that

make use of predicted secondary structures for the sequences. (These alignment

cost schemes can be used for standard multiple sequence alignment models such as

sum-of-pairs multiple alignment or tree alignment.)

6.2.1 Alignment cost function

Like the standard cost model we considered so far, our alignment cost function f

in these models is linear in its parameters, and an optimal alignment minimizes

given f . Before new cost models are introduced, we define two terms related to gap

parameters. As defined in Section 2.2, a gap is a maximal run of either insertions

or deletions. A gap is called external if it inserts or deletes a prefix or a su!x of

sequences, and internal otherwise. (The distinction between internal and external

gaps here is not related to the predicted secondary structure being incorporated into

the models; this refinement is to improve the quality of gap parameters. Internal gap
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parameters introduced below are, however, learned from the predicted secondary

structures of the input sequences.)

The alignment parameters used in these models are

• substitution parameters "ab, charged for a substitution involving the un-

ordered pair of amino acids a and b

• modifier parameters µuv, charged for a substitution involving the unordered

pair of secondary structural types u and v

• gap-open parameters #i and gap-extension parameters $i for 1 # i # %, charged

for internal gap, and

• a gap-open parameter /# and a gap-extension parameter /$, charged for external

gap,

where % is some positive number. The first two parameter types are discussed

later in Section 6.2.2, and the third parameter type together with % are discussed

in Section 6.2.3 in detail. There are 210 unordered pairs of letters over the pro-

tein alphabet # of 20 amino acids, and 6 unordered pairs of letters over the al-

phabet & = {&, *, +} of three predicted secondary structural types. Except the

modifier parameters, values for parameters are always nonnegative. The number of

parameters is 218 + 2% for these models for % ! 1.

Substitutions and gaps are scored in a position-dependent manner that takes

into account the predicted secondary structure. Therefore, unlike the standard

alignment cost model, the positions of residues need to be specified in an alignment

cost function f for these models. Assume that an alignment A aligns protein

sequences A and B. A substitution in alignment A of residues A[i] and B[j] is

denoted by a tuple (A, i, B, j). An internal gap is denoted by a tuple (S, i, j, T, k),

where sequence pair S, T is either A, B or B, A, and substring S[i : j] is deleted

from sequence S and inserted between positions k and k+1 of sequence T . An

external gap is denoted by a tuple (i, j), where prefix or su!x S[i : j] is deleted
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from one of the sequences.

In our alignment cost function f , the cost of substitutions is given by function s,

the cost of internal gaps is given by function g, and the cost of external gaps is the

standard a!ne gap costs [19]. The form of the alignment cost function f is

f(A) :=
'

all substitutions
(A,i,B,j)"A

s(A, i, B, j)

+
'

all internal gaps
(S,i,j,T,k)"A

g(S, i, j, T, k)

+
'

all external gaps
(i,j)"A

0
/# + (j(i+1) /$

1
, (6.1)

where the sequence pair S, T in the second summation is either A, B or B, A.

We next describe the substitution cost function s and the internal gap cost

function g for the secondary structure based models.

6.2.2 Substitution cost function

Consider a substitution of two residues in an alignment, where at these residues are

amino acids a and b, and these two residues are involved in secondary structures of

types u and v. Function s scores a substitution of amino acids a and b in # with

secondary structure types u and v in & using two costs:

• "ab, the cost for substituting amino acids a and b, and

• µuv, an additive modifier to the substitution cost that reflects the impact of

the residues being in secondary structures of types u and v.

The form of function s in terms of these costs is given below. For better reading, we

write "(a, b) for "ab and µ(u, v) for µuv when necessary. In these models, both (a, b)

and (u, v) are unordered pairs. This results in 210 substitution costs "ab plus 6

secondary structure modifiers µuv, for a total of 216 alignment parameters that

must be specified for the substitution scoring model.
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We consider two forms of the substitution cost function s, depending on the

kind of the secondary structure prediction that is performed on input sequences A

and B.

Single prediction

In the simpler setting, at each residue a single prediction is made for the secondary

structure type of that residue. The predicted secondary structure for protein se-

quence A can then be represented by a string SA, where the residue at the ith

position of A has predicted type SA[i] $ &.

For single prediction, the substitution cost function is

s(A, i, B, j) := "(A[i], B[j]) + µ(SA[i], SB[j]). (6.2)

The modifier µ(u, v) may be positive or negative. When the residues have the same

secondary structure type, µ(u, u) # 0, which reduces the cost of the substitution,

making it more favorable to align the residues. When the residues have di"erent

secondary structure types, µ(u, v) ! 0 for u &= v, making it less favorable to align

them. These constraints on the modifiers can be enforced during the reduction to

a linear program as inequalities.

Multiple prediction

The most accurate tools for secondary structure prediction make multiple predic-

tions for a residue, outputting a confidence that the residue is in each possible type.

For the residue at the ith position of A, we denote the predictor’s confidence that the

residue is in secondary structure type u by PA(i, u) ! 0. In practice, we normalize

the confidence output of the predictor at the ith residue so that
.

u"" PA(i, u) = 1.

For multiple prediction, the substitution cost function is

s(A, i, B, j) := "(A[i], B[j]) +
'

u,v ""

PA(i, u) PB(j, v) µ(u, v). (6.3)
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Note that when the predictor puts all its confidence on one secondary structure

type for a residue, this reduces to the single prediction substitution function.

To sum up, all information from the secondary structure prediction is encapsu-

lated in the strings SA and SB for the case of single prediction, and the vectors PA

and PB for the case of multiple prediction. Given a secondary structure prediction

and values of substitution related parameters "ab and µuv, the substitution cost

function s can be evaluated in O(1) time.

6.2.3 Gap cost function

(In this section, we assume that a sequence pair S, T is either A, B or B, A.) With

standard a!ne gap costs [19] the cost of inserting or deleting a substring of length k

is # + $k, where # is the gap-open cost (charged per gap), and $ is the gap-

extension cost (charged per residue). The new gap cost function generalizes this

to an ensemble of gap-open and gap-extension costs whose values depend on the

secondary structure around the gap.

In the new models for internal gaps, the basic idea is that the gap-open cost #

depends on a global measure of how disruptive the entire gap is to the secondary

structure of the proteins, while the gap-extension cost $ charged per residue depends

on a local measure of disruption at the position of that residue. We define these

notions more precisely below.

For an internal gap that deletes substring S[i : j] and inserts it between residues

T [k] and T [k + 1], the gap cost function g has the general form,

g(S, i, j, T, k) := # (H(S, i, j, T, k)) +
'

i#p#j

$ (h(S, p, T, k)) , (6.4)

where functions H and h are respectively the global and local measures of secondary

structure disruption. The first term is a per gap cost and the second term is a sum of

per residue costs. Both H and h return integer values in the range L = {1, 2, . . . , %}

that give the discrete level of disruption. For better reading we write #(i) for #i and
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$(i) for $i when necessary. For % disruption levels, the internal gap cost function

has 2% parameters #i and $i that must be specified.

The gap costs at these levels satisfy 0 # #1 # . . . # #" and 0 # $1 # . . . # $". In

other words, a higher level of disruption incurs a greater gap cost. These constraints

on gap parameters can be enforced during the reduction to a linear program as

inequalities.

Functions H and h, which measure the level of secondary structure disruption,

depend on two aspects of a gap:

• which gap positions are considered when determining the level, and

• how strongly a position is involved in secondary structure.

We call the first aspect the gap context, and the second aspect the degree of sec-

ondary structure. We explain the degree of secondary structure first.

Measuring the degree of secondary structure

As described in Section 6.2.2, the predicted secondary structure for the residues

of a protein sequence A may be represented by string SA of secondary structure

types in the case of single prediction, or a vector PA of confidences for each type in

the case of multiple prediction. We consider three ways of using such predictions

to determine the degree 'A(i) of involvement in secondary structure at a residue

position i in sequence A. This degree ' is a value in the range [0, 1], where 0

corresponds to no involvement in secondary structure, and 1 corresponds to full

involvement.

We consider the following approach for measuring the degree of secondary struc-

ture.

• Binary-single approach A single prediction at position i is assumed, and
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the output is a binary value for the degree, where

'A(i) =

#
%

&
1, if SA[i] $ {&, *}

0, otherwise
.

• Binary-multiple approach A multiple prediction at position i is assumed,

and output is a binary value, where

'A(i) =

#
%

&
1, if PA(i, &) + PA(i, *) > PA(i, +)

0, otherwise
.

• Continuous-multiple approach A multiple prediction at position i is as-

sumed, and output is the real value

'A(i) = PA(i, &) + PA(i, *).

Specifying the gap context

The gap context is specified by the positions that functions H and h consider when

measuring the global and local secondary structure level. Both functions make use

of the secondary structure degree '(i) discussed above.

To measure the local disruption level h at position i in a sequence S of length n,

we consider a small window W (i, n) of consecutive positions centered around i:

h(S, i) :=

2
'

p"W (i,n)

'S(p)
3

|W (i, n)|
4

, (6.5)

where 1x2 := -(%( 1)x. + 1. In words, 1x2 maps real value x $ [0, 1] to the

discrete disruption levels 1, 2, . . . , %, and the local disruption level h at position i

is the average secondary structure degree ' for the residues in a window around

position i. Generally all windows have the same width |W (i, n)| = w, except when i

is too close to 1 or n to be centered in a window of width w, in which case W (i, n)

shrinks on one side of i.

We consider three di"erent ways of specifying the gap context, depending on

whether we take an insertion view, a deletion view, or a mixed view of a gap.
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• Deletion context

The disruption is assumed to be caused by the gap in terms of the secondary

structure lost by deleting substring S[i : j]. For the global disruption mea-

sure H, we take the maximum local level of secondary structure over the

positions in the deleted substring. This gives the gap cost function,

g(S, i, j, T, k) := #

(
max
i#p#j

h(S, p)

)
+

'

i#p#j

$
0
h(S, p)

1
. (6.6)

• Insertion context

The disruption is assumed to be in terms of the secondary structure displaced

at residues T [k] and T [k + 1] where the insertion occurs. For both the global

and local measures of disruption this context uses

H(T, k) :=

2
1

2

5

6
'

p"W (k,n)

'T (p)

|W (k, n)| +
'

q "W (k+1,n)

'T (q)

|W (k+1, n)|

7

8
4

,

(6.7)

which gives the gap cost function,

g(S, i, j, T, k) := #
0
H(T, k)

1
+ (j(i+1) $

0
H(T, k)

1
. (6.8)

• Mixed context This context combines the global disruption measure H

of the insertion context with the local disruption measure h of the deletion

context, which give the gap cost function,

g(S, i, j, T, k) := #
0
H(T, k)

1
+

'

i#p#j

$
0
h(S, p)

1
. (6.9)

To summarize, the alignment parameters of the cost models for protein sequence

alignment are the 210 substitution costs "ab, the 6 substitution modifiers µuv, the

2% gap costs #i and $i for internal gaps, and the two gap costs # and $ for external

gaps. This is a total of 218 + 2% parameters for % disruption levels. In general,

each model depends on the window width w, whether single or multiple secondary

structure prediction is done at residues, the choice of measure ' for the degree of

secondary structure, and the choice of gap context.
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6.3 Optimal alignments under new models

Given an alignment cost function f described in previous section (Equation 6.1)),

we can compute an optimal alignment of two protein sequences under f using

dynamic programming. We can use Algorithm 2.1 for the insertion and mixed

contexts because

• all the substitution cost functions s employing a di"erent approach to mea-

suring the degree of secondary structure are an arbitrary function in the

substitution and modifier parameters, and

• all the gap cost functions g of the insertion and mixed gap context are an

a"ne function in the internal gap parameters,

and these function properties were assumed by Algorithm 2.1. For the alignment

cost function f for the deletion context we need a similar but new algorithm with

new recurrences for f .

A simple application of Algorithm 2.1 on our new cost function f for the inser-

tion and mixed gap contexts leads to running time O(n3), where n is the length of

the sequences. The key to achieving better time bound for these contexts lies in

e!ciently evaluating the gap cost function g. As explained in the following sections,

we achieve O(n2) running time for the insertion and mixed gap contexts through

preprocessing on the input sequences, and O(n2 lg n) for the deletion gap context

via a candidate list approach with preprocessing.

The idea of the preprocessing is this. All of the gap cost functions g for the

deletion, insertion, and mixed gap contexts (Equations (6.6), (6.8), and (6.9) re-

spectively) are of form: g# + g$, where g#, called gap-open cost function, involves

the gap-open parameter term (the first term) and g$, called gap-extension cost

function, involves the gap-extension parameter terms (all the other terms) in the

equations for the contexts. With preprocessing input sequences, these functions g#
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and g$ are evaluated in constant time for the insertion and mixed gap context.

Note that g# and g$ are the parameters # and $ in the recurrences (Equation (2.2))

used in Algorithm 2.1.

Before we start describing the preprocessing and the candidate list approach,

we give recurrences for external gaps because these recurrences rather complicate

the presentation and they are irrelevant to what we describe for the gap contexts.

The gaps occurring at the ends of alignments are trivially handled as boundary

conditions and special cases in the general recurrences. Let /# and /$ be respectively

external gap-open and gap-extension parameters. Consider the recurrences in Al-

gorithm 2.1 which aligns two sequences of lengths m and n. For an external gap

which occurs at the beginning of an alignment

V (i, 0) := /# + i /$ and

H(0, j) := /# + j /$

replace the corresponding boundary conditions in the algorithm, and for an external

gap which occurs at the end of an alignment, for 1 # i # m and 1 # j # n,

V (i, n) := min
!

M(i( 1, n) + /# , V (i( 1, n)
"

+ /$ and

H(m, j) := min
!

M(m, j ( 1) + /# , H(m, j ( 1)
"

+ /$

replace the corresponding recurrences in Equation (2.2). From now on, we ignore

the external gaps.

6.3.1 Insertion and mixed contexts

Let g# and g$ be the respective gap-open and gap-extension cost functions for the

insertion and mixed gap contexts (Equations (6.8) and (6.9)). The recurrences

(Equation (2.2)) in Algorithm 2.1 can be used for both contexts if we can evaluate

g# and g$ in constant time and use the values of these functions for the # and $

parameters in the recurrences. By preprocessing input sequences, we build look-up
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lists for evaluation of g# and g$ which can be referenced in O(1) time with O(1)

space, and can find an optimal alignment under our new cost function f in O(n2)

time using Algorithm 2.1.

Given a sequences A of length n, we build a look-up list L1 for h(A, i) in Equa-

tion (6.5) for 1 # i # n, and then build a look-up list L2 for H(A, k) in Equa-

tion (6.7) for 1 # k # n(1 using list L1. This preprocessing takes O(n) time with

O(n) space. Note that g# and g$ for the insertion context can be evaluated in O(1)

time using L2. For the gap-extension cost g$ of the mixed gap context we build a

prefix sum array. The evaluation of g$ is then simply the di"erence of two precom-

puted prefix sums. Let L3 be an accumulated array of length n+1 whose 0th entry is

zero and kth entry is
.

1#i#k $(L1(i)). Then L3(j)(L3(i(1) =
.

i#k#j $(h(A, k)).

This preprocessing is done with O(n) time and space. Note that g# and g$ for the

mixed context can be evaluated in O(1) time using L2 and L3. Hence the gap cost

function g for both gap contexts can be evaluated in O(1) time.

6.3.2 Deletion context

We write the recurrences for the alignment cost function f of the deletion context

that scores an alignment of two sequences A and B. Let M(i, j) be the cost of

an optimal alignment of prefixes A[1 : i] and B[i : j]. This alignment ends with

either

• a substitution involving residues A[i] and B[i],

• a gap involving substring A[k : i] for some k # i, or

• a gap involving substring B[k :j] for some k # j.
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In each of these cases, the alignment is preceded by an optimal solution over shorter

prefixes. This leads to the recurrences,

M(i, j) := min

#
$$$$$%

$$$$$&

M(i(1, j(1) + s(A, i, B, j),

min
1#k#i

!
M(k(1, j) + g#(A, i, k)

"
+ g$(B, j),

min
1#k#j

!
M(i, k(1) + g#(B, k, j)

"
+ g$(A, i),

where g# and g$ are the respective gap-open and gap-extension cost functions for

the deletion context (Equation (6.6)), and s is the substitution cost function (Equa-

tions (6.2) or (6.3)) (To simplify the presentation this ignores boundary conditions

and the special case of external gap costs.) The di!culty for the deletion context

lies in the fact that g# in the inner minimizations is a function of k.

A naive approach to the recurrence computation takes $(n3) time, where n

is the length of the input sequences. To compute the recurrences e!ciently, we

use the candidate list approach originally developed for alignment with convex gap

costs by Miller and Myers [41] and Galil and Giancarlo [18]. While our gap-open

cost function g# is not convex in their original sense, their technique still applies.

Below we briefly review the ideas behind this technique without proving properties

on candidates.

The candidate list approach speeds up the evaluation of the two inner mini-

mizations in the above recurrence for M(i, j). The inner minimization involving

g#(B, k, j) can be viewed as computing the function

Fi(j) := min
1#k#j

!
Gi(j, k)

"
,

where Gi(j, k) := M(i, k(1) + g#(B, k, j). Similarly, the minimization involving

g#(A, i, k) can be viewed as computing a function F j(i) that is the minimum of

another function Gj(k, j). When filling in row i of the dynamic programming ta-

ble for M(i, j), the candidate list approach maintains a data structure for row i

that enables fast computation of Fi(j) across the row for increasing j. Similarly,
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it maintains a separate data structure for each column j that enables fast com-

putation of F j(i) down the column. When processing entry (i, j) of the dynamic

programming table, the data structures for row i and column j permit evaluation

of Fi(j) and F j(i) in O(lg n) amortized time. Evaluating the recurrence at the

O(n2) entries of the table then takes a total of O(n2 lg n) time.

For a fixed row i, the candidate list technique computes F (j) as follows. (When i

is fixed, we drop the subscript i on Fi and Gi.) Each index k in the minimization

of G(k, j) over 1 # k # j is viewed as a candidate for determining the value of F (j).

A given candidate k contributes the curve G(k, j) which is viewed as a function

of j for j ! k. Geometrically, the values of F (j) at all 1 # j # n are given by the

lower envelope [3] of these n candidate curves.

When computing F (j) across the row for each successive j, a representation of

this lower envelope is maintained at all j' ! j, only considering curves for candi-

dates k with k # j. The lower envelope for j' ! j is represented as a partition of

the interval [j, n] into maximal subintervals such that in each subinterval the lower

envelope is given by the curve for exactly one candidate.

The partition can be described by a list of the right endpoints of the subin-

tervals, say p1 < . . . < pt = n for t subintervals, together with a list of the corre-

sponding candidates k1, . . . , kt that specify the lower envelope at these subintervals.

Note that once the partition is known at column j, the value F (j) is given by the

curve for the candidate corresponding to the first subinterval [j, p1] of the parti-

tion, namely G(k1, j). When advancing to column j+1 in the row, the partition

is updated by considering the e"ect of the curve for candidate j+1 on the lower

envelope.

Given a new candidate j, we compare it on intervals of the current partition

p1, . . . , pt, starting with the leftmost. In general when comparing against the ith in-

terval x = (pi&1, pi], we first examine its right endpoint c = pi. If G(j, c) # G(ki, c),

then by a property called crossing once property (which states for given any interval
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and two candidates, either one candidate dominates the other in the whole interval

or they split the interval into at most two subintervals where each dominates the

other), candidate j dominates across x, so we delete interval i from the partition

(e"ectively merging it with the next interval), and continue comparing j against

interval i+1. If G(j, c) > G(ki, c), then by a property called dominance property

(which states for given two candidate, if one candidate starts dominating the other,

it dominates later on too), j is dominated on intervals i + 1, . . . , t by their corre-

sponding candidates, so those intervals do not change in the partition. Interval i

may change, though if it does, by the cross once property it at worst splits into two

pieces with j dominating in the left piece. In the case of a split, we insert a new

leftmost interval [j, p] into the partition with j as the corresponding candidate. To

find the split point p (if it exists), we can use binary search to identify the right-

most position such that G(j, p) < G(k, p), where k is the candidate corresponding

to the current interval. (The dominance property on forward di"erences implies

the di"erence between the curves for candidates k and j is nonincreasing.) During

the binary search, gap-open cost function g# is evaluated O(lg n) times.

The final issue is the time to evaluate g#. (For the evaluation of g$, we take

the same approach in the previous section.) We build a look-up table for g# with

O(n2) time and space preprocessing. So we can evaluate both of g# and g$ in

O(1) time.

To summarize, given two sequences of lengths n and fixed alignment parameters,

after O(n2) time and space preprocessing on these input sequences, we can compute

the recurrences in O(n2 lg n) time by evaluating the gap cost function g in O(1) time

with the candidate list approach.

Summary of the chapter We presented new alignment cost models based on

predicted secondary structure to improve the accuracy of protein sequence align-

ment (Section 6.2). We explained how prediction on input sequences is leveraged
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in these models: the substitution cost reflects the structures of residues being

substituted (Section 6.2.2), and the gap cost takes into account the disruption

in structures around a gap (Section 6.2.3). We showed how to compute an optimal

alignment under these models e!ciently (Section 6.3).
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present experimental results from three di"erent pieces of work on Inverse

Alignment [32, 34, 36]. The first set of experiments focuses on how much closer to

optimal we could make complete examples under the relative error criterion, and

how small the error measure on a test set is achievable with a choice of parameter

values learned on a training set [32]. The second set of experiments compares the

absolute error criterion to the relative error criterion with partial examples, in terms

of recovery error instead of score measures [34]. This includes an experiment on the

e"ect of parameter values learned from partial examples on the multiple alignment

on which the examples are induced. The last set of experiments compares di"erent

alignment cost models under the discrepancy error criterion based on protein sec-

ondary structure prediction to study the improvement in accuracy resulting from

incorporating predicted secondary structure [36].

All of experiments used an implementation of the practical cutting plane al-

gorithm for Inverse Alignment presented in Section 4.1.1, with the corresponding

separation algorithm given in Section 4.1.2. The implementation, called IPA [35],

is written in C language and uses GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit) [40] to solve

the linear programs, and handles all the implementation issues mentioned in Sec-

tion 4.2.

To assess the quality of the learned parameter values, we either used an error

measure function E or the recovery error function d on the parameter values, which

are learned from examples in a training set, and with a test set in which these values

are applied to the examples. In general, these two sets are di"erent datasets, but

when they are the same dataset in an experiment this will be explicitly mentioned.
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7.1 Cost suboptimality under relative error criterion

We present results from computational experiments on how much closer to optimal

we could make given complete examples by setting the substitution parameters

free versus fixed at standard cost matrices such as PAM and BLOSUM under the

relative error model. We investigate on how small the relative error on a test

set is achievable with a choice of parameter values learned from a training set.

For the experiments we used biological multiple alignments in a benchmark suite

called PALI with an implementation of our algorithm for Inverse Alignment under

Relative Error (Section 4.1.2).

7.1.1 Experimental setup

We describe alignment parameters, examples, and the objective function used in

the experiments.

Parameters The standard 212 alignment parameters described in Section 3.1

are used: 210 substitution parameters "ab, one gap-open parameter #, and one

gap-extension parameter $. We used the alignment parameters under two di"erent

scenarios. In one scenario, all parameters are free and all 212 parameter values

are learned using the relative error criterion. In the other scenario, all substitution

parameters "ab are fixed at various standard substitution matrices such as PAM and

BLOSUM, and only the gap parameter values # and $ are learned.

Examples For the experiments, we used six multiple sequence alignments from

the PALI database benchmark suite of structural multiple alignments of proteins [5].

PALI contains 1655 benchmark multiple alignments, accounting for every family

from the SCOP [43, 44] classification of proteins, computed by structural alignment

without hand curation. Table 7.1 describes the PALI families we chose: T-boxes

from p53-like transcription factors (b.2.5.4), NADH FMN oxidoreductase-like pro-
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Table 7.1: Dataset characteristics.

SCOP PALI Sequence Percent Gap Space
identifiers number length identity density density
b.2.5.4 333 183 14.3 4.0 8.5
b.45.1.2 419 151 16.1 6.5 18.4
b.42.4.1 409 172 15.0 10.3 16.2
c.31.1.5 633 197 16.8 5.7 28.7
a.24.1.1 99 143 17.8 3.4 22.5
b.80.1.5 483 299 17.0 3.5 7.7

teins (b.45.1.2), Kunitz STI inhibitors (b.42.4.1), Sir2 transcriptional regulators

(c.31.1.5), Apolipoproteins (a.24.1.1), and Pectin methylesterases (b.80.1.5).

Each family was reduced to 20 sequences by removing outlier sequences. For each

family in the table we give the SCOP identifier, the PALI accession number, the

average sequence length, the average percent identity over all induced pairwise

alignments, the average gap-open density percentage over all pairwise alignments,

and the average gap-extension density percentage over all pairwise alignments. For

the training and testing experiments which are described later, these 20 sequences

in each family were partitioned into two groups of 10 sequences each, and we took

these groups as training and test sets. Given a dataset all pairwise alignments

induced on the multiple alignment were taken as complete examples.

Objective function For the reduced linear programs we use the objective func-

tion max{"()+#($}, where " and ) are the minimum substitution and maximum

identity costs, as described in Section 3.3.4. The reason for choosing this particular

objective function is that biologists prefer few gaps of long length to lot of gaps of

short length, which leads to #($, and want a big separation between the minimum

substitution cost and the maximum identity cost, which gives "().
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Figure 7.1: Finding gap costs by the cutting plane algorithm.

7.1.2 E!ect of parameter blending

Before we describe the experiment on the e"ect of parameter blending, we illustrate

how the cutting plane algorithm works. In Figure 7.1.2, the labeled points are suc-

cessive solutions for Inverse Alignment under Relative Error using the PAM250 sub-

stitution cost matrix on the dataset with SCOP identifier b.80.1.5 at the smallest

relative error Erel = 0.06 (see Tables 7.2 and 7.3). Solutions found when maximizing

the linear program objective # ( $ are large points; those found when minimizing

this objective are small points. The optimal solutions for maximization and mini-

mization are the two final points. Successive violated inequalities are also plotted,

along with their half-space direction of up or down. Numbers labeling points give

the order in which solutions were computed. The solid line-segment between the

final large and small points is the blend line between these extremes.

We now describe the experiment. This experiment investigated how small a

maximum relative error Erel is achievable on a test set with a choice of parameter
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Table 7.2: Generalizing from training set to test set.

SCOP Sequence Percent Closeness Erel

identifier length identity !train !test !blend "blend !0 !1/2 !1
b.2.5.4 183 14.3 1.7 1.2 1.5 0.47 1.7 1.5 2.6
b.45.1.2 151 16.1 2.8 2.8 3.1 0.37 3.7 3.1 4.7
b.42.4.1 172 15.0 3.9 3.7 4.2 0.49 4.4 4.2 4.8
c.31.1.5 197 16.8 3.1 2.2 3.0 0.55 4.3 3.0 4.4
a.24.1.1 143 17.8 1.9 1.7 3.2 0.22 3.6 3.4 4.6
b.80.1.5 299 17.0 1.2 2.0 3.1 0.65 4.4 3.1 4.4

values learned on a training set. All alignment parameters are free in this exper-

iment. Two choices of parameter values are learned from complete examples in a

training set for which the maximum relative error on the training set is minimized.

The convex combination of these two parameter choices that gives the smallest

value of the error measure on a test set is sought.

For each dataset with all parameters free, we found the smallest error Erel on

the training set along with a choice of parameter values. We call this smallest error

value 'train. We also computed the same quantity for the test set, called 'test. Then

for each training set, we computed two extreme choices of parameter values at 'train,

xlarge and xsmall, which are the parameter choices that respectively maximized and

minimized the linear program objective {" ( ) + # ( $}.

We searched for the convex combination between these two extremes xlarge and

xsmall that yielded a parameter choice for the test set with the smallest maximum

relative error. For a given 0 # & # 1, the convex combination of these extremes

is & xlarge + (1(&) xsmall. The & that gave the smallest error on the test set is

called &blend, and its corresponding error value is called 'blend.

These values are shown for the six datasets in Table 7.2. For each multiple

sequence alignment dataset, best possible parameters computed on a training sub-

set of 10 members are applied to a disjoint test subset of 10 members. For each

dataset the table lists the SCOP identifier, the average sequence length, and the
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Table 7.3: Closeness to optimality for fixed and free substitution parameters.

SCOP Closeness Erel (%)
identifier free fixed

PAM250 PAM120 BLOSUM45 BLOSUM80
b.2.5.4 2 5 9 8 9
b.45.1.2 4 9 15 12 18
b.42.4.1 5 8 11 9 12
c.31.1.5 4 11 16 12 16
a.24.1.1 3 21 45 34 58
b.80.1.5 3 6 9 8 11

average percent identity over all induced pairwise alignments. The meaning of the

closeness entries is described above. The table also gives the values '! of maximum

relative errors for the convex combinations & $ {0, 1
2 , 1}. Notice that '1/2 is sur-

prisingly close to 'blend, which is within roughly one percent of 'test. This indicates

that the best blend from the training set was nearly a best possible parameter

choice for the test set. Notice also on this data the central parameter & = 1
2 always

yields a smaller error than the extremes & = 0, 1, indicating that central parameters

generalize better.

7.1.3 Results for free versus fixed substitution parameters

This experiment investigated how much closer to optimal one could make the ex-

amples in a dataset by freeing the substitution parameters versus fixing them at a

standard substitution matrix.

For all 20 sequences of each of the PALI datasets, we computed the smallest

relative error Erel on the set of all 190 induced pairwise alignments as examples,

with substitution parameters free and fixed at PAM [10] and BLOSUM [27] shown in

Table 7.3. For each PALI dataset and for fixed or free substitution parameters, the

table lists the smallest relative error Erel as a percentage. As might be expected,

the minimum error under free substitution parameters is smaller than the minimum

error under fixed substitution parameters. Notice that on these datasets PAM250
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Table 7.4: Running time and number of violated inequalities.

SCOP Time (sec) Violated inequalities
identifier fixed varying fixed varying

med max med max min med max min med max
b.2.5.4 24 25 5 123 4 11 23 5 32 972
b.45.1.2 17 18 7 46 3 12 21 5 118 590
b.42.4.1 23 30 11 83 2 13 22 7 176 681
c.31.1.5 29 31 13 96 2 11 20 5 196 832
a.24.1.1 16 16 14 264 6 17 22 13 236 1398
b.80.1.5 63 65 23 226 2 10 20 3 238 1087

gave the smallest error among the four matrices considered. On the other hand,

the optimal substitution matrix found when substitution parameters were free has

roughly at most half the error for PAM250, and is sometimes much better. Notice

also that with substitution parameters free, one can consistently come very close

to optimal on every dataset.

Finally, Table 7.4 gives running times and the number of violated inequalities for

the cutting plane algorithm on the experiments of Table 7.3. The running times are

wall-clock times in seconds and the columns report the median and extreme values

across the iterations of the binary search for the smallest relative error Erel. Each

binary search concluded in at most 8 iterations. Every iteration, while considering

an input of 190 alignments, finished in roughly under a minute for fixed substitution

parameters, and under roughly 4 minutes for free substitution parameters while

finding values for 212 parameters. Experiments were on a 3 GHz Pentium 4 with

1 GB of RAM.

7.2 Recovery rates under absolute and relative error crite-
ria

We present results from computational experiments on comparing the absolute

error criterion to the relative error criterion. We investigated whether parameters
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learned from pairwise alignment examples can improve the recovery of benchmarks

when used for multiple sequence alignment. We also examined how the initial

completion and the nondegeneracy threshold a"ect the final recovery. For the

experiments we used biological multiple alignments in the benchmark suite PALI

with an implementation of our algorithms for Inverse Alignment under Absolute

and Relative Errors described in Section 4.1.2.

7.2.1 Experimental setup

We describe alignment parameters and examples used in the experiments.

Parameters The standard 212 parameters described in Section 3.1 are used: 210

substitution parameters "ab, one gap-open parameter #, and one gap-extension

parameter $. We learned the alignment parameters under two di"erent scenarios

described in Section 7.1.1: all parameters are free, and substitution parameters are

fixed while gap parameters are free.

Examples To obtain the examples for our experiments, we used benchmarks

from the PALI [5, 20] suite of structural multiple alignments of proteins, which is

described in Section 7.1.1. In total, PALI has 1655 benchmark alignments, from

which we selected a subset U consisting of all PALI alignments on at least 7 se-

quences with nontrivial gap structure. (If an alignment had essentially no gaps

other than at the terminal ends of its sequences, it was deemed to have trivial gap

structure, and was not included in set U .) Set U was further partitioned into two

equal-sized subsets P and Q for the purpose of conducting cross validation experi-

ments on training set and test set. We also performed a detailed study of a smaller

subset S 3 U containing the 25 benchmarks from U with the most sequences. For

each benchmark in the smaller set S, where the benchmark is a multiple alignment

on n sequences, we took for the examples the
,

n
2

-
pairwise alignments induced on all
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Table 7.5: Dataset characteristics.

Dataset Number of Number of Sequence Percent Core blocks (%)
benchmarks sequences length identity coverage identity

U 102 14 239 29.1 40.4 35.8
P 51 15 239 29.7 41.0 37.1
Q 51 12 239 28.1 39.9 33.8
S 25 20 245 27.4 33.2 33.5

pairs of rows of the multiple alignment. For the benchmarks in the larger sets U , P ,

and Q, we took as the examples a much sparser set of induced pairwise alignments,

as described later.

Table 7.5 summarizes the characteristics of these datasets. For each dataset, the

table lists the name of the set, the number of benchmark multiple alignments in the

set, the average number of sequences in each multiple alignment, the average length

of sequences in the set, the percent identity of over all induced pairwise alignments,

the average percentage of core block columns in induced pairwise alignment, and

the average percent identity over all core blocks. Each of these datasets consists

of partial examples. The reliable regions in the partial examples are given by the

core blocks of the benchmark. (PALI explicitly identifies the core blocks in each

benchmark, which consist of those columns of the multiple alignment in which

all pairs of residues are within 3 Å on their C! atoms in the structural multiple

alignment.) For sets U , P , Q, and S, the table reports the number of benchmarks in

each set and, averaged across the benchmarks in the set, their number of sequences,

their sequence length, and the percent identity of their induced pairwise alignments.

Also shown averaged over the core blocks of the benchmarks are their percent

coverage of the sequences and their percent identity.
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Figure 7.2: Improvement in error and recovery for the iterative approach.

7.2.2 Correlation of recovery rate and cost error

This section explains the correlation of recovery rate and cost error, and the ro-

bustness of recovery rate to nondegeneracy threshold value.

E!ect of iterations

Figure 7.2 illustrates the improvement in error for the iterative approach to partial

examples described in Section 5.2. The plots show the average absolute error and

the recovery rate across the iterations, starting from a given initial completion. The

recovery rate is the percentage of columns from reliable regions that are present

in an optimal alignment computed using the estimated parameters. Results are

plotted for two initial completions: the default completion, which optimally aligns

the unreliable regions using default parameters, and the trivial completion, which

uses all columns of the partial alignment including unreliable ones. (The default

parameters are those used by the multiple alignment tool Opal [60, 61], which are

the BLOSUM substitution matrix with carefully chosen gap costs.) The examples

for the plot are all induced pairwise alignments of PALI benchmark b.1.8.1, and

the error criterion is average absolute error. As the figure shows, the error in

alignment scores decreases across the iterations, and the corresponding recovery of

the example alignments tends to improve as well. (Also note that starting from the
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Figure 7.3: Robustness of recovery rate to nondegeneracy threshold ! .

default completion has better recovery and less error than starting from the trivial

completion.) Generally, smaller error correlates with higher recovery.

Robustness with respect to nondegeneracy threshold

Figure 7.3 shows that across a very wide range of conventional substitution matrices,

using the corresponding value of threshold ! in nondegeneracy inequality (defined

in Inequality (4.6)) does not adversely a"ect recovery. In other words, the choice

of which substitution matrix is used to establish ! is not critical. (Nevertheless,

enforcing the nondegeneracy inequality is crucial: without it, the inverse alignment

algorithm immediately outputs an optimal degenerate solution.) In the plot, the

value i along the horizontal axis specifies the index of a BLOSUM substitution matrix.

The BLOSUM matrices we consider have been transformed into cost matrices with

extreme values 0 and 1. The bottom curve plots the value of ! measured on

matrix BLOSUMi. (Note that BLOSUMi matrices that correspond to a higher percent

identity generally have greater discrimination between substitutions and identities,

as evidenced by the bottom curve for ! tending to increase in i.) The top curve

plots recovery rates when the corresponding value of ! is used in the nondegeneracy
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inequality. At every point on this curve, parameters are learned using the same

collection of pairwise alignment examples (set /U , which is described later), and the

average recovery rate on these examples is plotted. Recovery is robust with respect

to the particular matrix used to establish ! 1. Across the range of BLOSUM matrices,

! varies up to 40%, while there is little variation in recovery. In short, recovery is

robust to the particular value ! used in the nondegeneracy inequality.

7.2.3 Results on variations of Inverse Alignment

Table 7.6 shows a detailed comparison of recovery rates across several di"erent

scenarios for Inverse Near-Optimal Alignment. The rows of the table correspond

to the PALI benchmarks in set S, which are named by their SCOP identifier. (The

rows are sorted in increasing order on column “default (c),” which is described in

more detail later.) For each benchmark, the table reports the average recovery

rate across its examples, which consist of all induced pairwise alignments of the

benchmark, for various scenarios. In these scenarios, parameters learned from the

examples for a given benchmark are applied to the sequences in this benchmark,

either to compute an optimal global pairwise alignment of the example sequences

(corresponding to the first group of columns), or to compute a global multiple

alignment of the benchmark sequences using the tool Opal [60, 61] (corresponding

to the second group of columns). Opal [60, 61] is a multiple sequence alignment

tool, based on optimally aligning alignments [33, 54], that seeks to optimize the

sum-of-pairs objective [7]. In the first group of five columns, the table reports the

recovery rates on the examples for optimal pairwise alignments computed using

(1) the default parameters in Opal, namely the BLOSUM matrix [27] with care-

fully chosen a!ne gap costs [60],

1The plot gives the recovery rate when computing pairwise alignments of the example se-
quences. Later, Table 7.7 gives the recovery rate when computing multiple alignments of bench-
mark sequences (substantially higher).
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(2) the BLOSUM matrix with a!ne gap costs learned using the absolute error

criterion,

(3) the substitution matrix and gap costs learned using the relative error crite-

rion,

(4) the substitution matrix and gap costs learned using absolute error criterion,

and

(5) the di!erence between the recovery rates of the absolute error criterion and

default parameters.

In the second group of columns, the table reports the recovery rates of a multiple

sequence alignment of the benchmark sequences computed by Opal using

(6) the default parameters of Opal,

(7) the substitution matrix and costs learned under absolute error criterion, and

(8) the di!erence between these two.

In these experiments, the precision of the binary search in the relative error criterion

is 0.01%. Parameters for alignment are rounded to integers using a scale of 100.

A key conclusion from examining Table 7.6 is that the absolute error criterion

substantially outperforms the relative error criterion with respect to recovery of

example alignments (seen by comparing the table columns labeled absolute and

relative in the pairwise alignment group). In addition, from inspecting the two

di"erence columns in the table (whose maximum entries are marked by a left arrow),

parameters learned under absolute error criterion when used for both global pairwise

and multiple alignment outperform the default parameters of Opal, which uses the

standard BLOSUM matrix, by as much as 25% in recovery. (This particular matrix

had the best recovery among the BLOSUM family.) Also note that the recovery rates

of parameters when used for multiple alignment are generally much higher than

when used for pairwise alignment. To summarize: by performing inverse alignment

from partial examples one can learn parameters for global pairwise or multiple
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Table 7.7: Recovery rates for cross validation experiments.

Characteristics (training set) Recovery (test set)
dataset examples identity U P Q

/U 204 33.1 83.4 84.8 82.0
/P 153 34.5 82.9 86.1 82.2
/Q 153 31.9 82.8 84.4 81.2

sequence alignment that are tailored to a given protein family and that yield very

high recovery.

7.2.4 Results on parameter generalization

Table 7.7 presents recovery results from cross validation experiments. Parameters

learned on sparse training sets using the absolute error criterion are applied to

complete test sets. The recovery rate for these parameters is measured on multiple

alignments of the benchmarks computed by Opal. In the table, parameters learned

on training sets /U , /P , and /Q using the absolute error criterion are applied to test

sets U , P , and Q. For a generic set X of PALI benchmarks, the examples in training

set /X are a subset of the induced pairwise alignments of the benchmarks in X.

Set /X contains pairwise alignments selected according to their recovery rate in an

initial multiple alignment of the benchmark computed by Opal using its default

parameters. For /P and /Q, the subset contains the induced pairwise alignments

from each benchmark whose initial recovery rates rank at the 25th, 50th, and 75th

percentiles; for /U , the examples rank at the 33rd and 66th percentiles. Parameters

from a given training set were used in Opal to compute multiple alignments of the

benchmarks in the test set, and the table reports the average recovery.

Note there is only a small di"erence in recovery when parameters are applied

for multiple sequence alignment to disjoint test sets, compared to their recovery on

their training set. This suggests that the absolute error method is not overfitting

the parameters to the training data.
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To give a sense of running time, performing inverse alignment on training set /U

(of more than 200 examples) involved around 6 iterations for completing partial

examples and took about 4 hours on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 with 1 GB of RAM,

using GLPK [40] to solve the linear programs. An iteration took roughly 40 minutes

and required around 4,000 cutting planes.

7.3 Improving recovery through secondary-structure-based
models

We present results from computational experiments comparing di"erent substitu-

tion modifier and gap context models based on predicted protein secondary struc-

ture under Inverse Alignment under Discrepancy Error. In these experiments we

investigated whether parameters learned from a training set can improve the re-

covery of a disjoint test set by di"ering underlying models based on the protein

secondary structure prediction. We then examined how the size of a training set

a"ects the generalization of recovery on a test set. For the experiments we used bi-

ological multiple alignments from the benchmark suites BAliBASE, HOMSTRAD, PALI,

and SABmark with an implementation of our algorithm for Inverse Alignment under

Discrepancy Error described in Section 4.1.2.

7.3.1 Experimental setup

To measure the improvement in recovery of the alignment cost models based on the

secondary structure prediction, we compared these models to a base model, which

does not incorporate any prediction of the protein secondary structure. We review

the alignment parameters for the base model and the secondary structure based

cost models. We explain how the datasets were obtained for the experiments.

Parameters The standard 212 parameters (described in Section 3.1) plus 2 ex-

ternal gap parameters (described in Section 6.2.1) are used in the base model : 210
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substitution parameters "ab, two gap parameters # and $ for internal gaps, and two

gap parameters #e and $e for external gaps.

The substitution modifier model has 6 additional modifier parameters µuv (de-

scribed in Section 6.2.1) charged for a substitution involving an unordered pair

of secondary structural types u and v to the base model. The gap context model

with % discrete levels of structure disruption has 2%, instead of two, gap parameters

for internal gaps (described in Section 6.2.3): % gap-open parameters #1, . . . , #" and

% gap-extension parameters $1, . . . ,$".

Examples We first give a general description of the benchmark suites from which

alignments were chosen and then explain how examples are selected from these

alignments. We explain how the prediction of secondary structure for the sequences

in each example were obtained.

For the experiments we chose alignments from four suites of protein alignment

benchmarks: BAliBASE [4], HOMSTRAD [42], PALI [5], and SABmark [57]. BAliBASE

contains 218 benchmark multiple alignments based on structural alignments with

hand-curated gaps. HOMSTRAD contains 590 benchmarks based on structural align-

ment of homologous protein family with hand-curated gaps. Each benchmark is

a pairwise alignment of sequences representing the protein family. PALI contains

1655 multiple alignments of all families from the SCOP [43, 44] classification and is

explained in Section 7.1.1. SABmark contains 627 benchmarks with at most 25 se-

quences that cover the space of folds in the SCOP classification of proteins. Each

benchmark is a set of pairwise structural alignments that are not necessarily con-

sistent with a multiple alignment.

From each suite of BAliBASE, HOMSTRAD, PALI, and SABmark, we chose 100 pro-

tein families in a greedy manner such that these families cover as many classes,

folds, superfamilies, and families in the SCOP classification hierarchy as possible in

that order. Then we scored all pairwise alignments induced on a multiple alignment
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in each set of 100 families from BAliBASE and PALI suites using the default parame-

ters of Opal multiple aligner [60, 61] to find a median. For HOMSTRAD and SABmark,

we scored all pairwise alignments in a family to find a median. This gave us

100 pairwise alignments with SCOP identifiers from each benchmark suite. We took

each set of 100 pairwise alignments from BAliBASE, HOMSTRAD, PALI, and SABmark

suites as a dataset for our experiments, and named them B100, H100, P100, and

S100 respectively. BAliBASE and PALI benchmark suites specify the core blocks in

each multiple alignment in them, while HOMSTRAD and SABmark do not. Hence for

each alignment in datasets B100 and P100, we took the core blocks specified in the

alignment as the reliable regions to obtain a partial example. For each alignment in

datasets H100 and S100, we took all maximal runs of substitution columns in the

pairwise alignment as the reliable regions.

To obtain the secondary structure prediction of every protein sequence in each

dataset, we used a predictor called PSIPRED [28], which uses a two-stage neural

network to predict protein secondary structure based on the position-specific scoring

matrices for the sequence generated by PSI-BLAST [2]. For each protein sequence,

both of single and multiple prediction (described in Section 6.2.2) are obtained using

PSIPRED. In case of multiple prediction, the confidence output for each residue in the

sequence was normalized to form a distribution. In summary, each of datasets B100,

H100, P100, and S100 consists of 100 partial examples, each of which aligns two

protein sequences and is associated with the single and multiple prediction of each

sequence in the example.

For the experiment on how the size of a training set a"ects the generalization

of recovery on a full-sized test set, we chose 50 members from B100 in the exact

same greedy manner described above to obtain a smaller dataset B50, and then

chose 25 members from B50 to acquire an even smaller dataset B25. We repeated

this procedure with datasets H100, P100, and S100. So our datasets satisfy a

property x25 3 x50 3 x100 for x $ {B, H, P, S}.
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Table 7.8: Comparison of recovery for substitution modifier models.

Training Test Structure prediction (%)
set set none single multiple
B100 B100 73.52 80.99 81.57
H100 H100 79.92 82.44 83.58
P100 P100 67.87 74.67 76.60
S100 S100 68.76 72.58 72.55

Finally, we took the union of all datasets with the same number of examples,

say y, and obtained dataset Uy for y $ {25, 50, 100}. Notice that the number of

examples in Uy is 4y. In the following xy denotes all the examples in set Uy ( xy,

where x $ {B, H, P, S} and y $ {25, 50, 100}.

7.3.2 Comparison of secondary structure based models

This experiment investigated how much improvement in recovery can be achieved

under di"erent secondary structure based models compared to the base model.

Substitution modifier models

Table 7.8 shows a comparison of recovery rates for the base model and substitution

modifier models based on single and multiple prediction (described in Section 6.2.2)

under discrepancy error criterion (described in Section 2.2.3). In the table each

training set y100 for y $ {B, H, P, S} is a complement of a training set y100 in the

universe set U100, and the training set and the corresponding test set are disjoint;

the parameter values learned from partial examples in each training set are not

trained for the corresponding test set, and hence the table shows the cross validation

of learned parameter values.

Note that both of substitution modifier models always outperform the base

model and the substitution modifier model with multiple prediction gives improve-

ment in recovery over the model with single prediction in general. The best im-
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Table 7.9: Comparison of recovery for all gap context models.

Degree measure Gap context (%)
deletion insertion mixed

binary-single 75.63 75.59 76.51
binary-multiple 75.86 75.90 76.43
continuous-multiple 75.96 76.22 76.63

provement from the base model is 8.7% obtained from B100 and P100 under the

substitution modifier model with multiple prediction on the secondary structure.

Gap context models

Table 7.9 shows a comparison of recovery rates from all the gap context models

combined with all the possible degree measure of disruption given in Section 6.2.3

under discrepancy error criterion. In the table, we used U100, which is the union

of B100, H100, P100, and S100, as both a training set and a test set, and 6 and

7 for the size of windows for every gap context and the number of discrete levels

of disruption respectively. The number of internal gap parameters for each gap

context model is 14 whereas that for the base model is 2.

Note that mixed context is better than the other contexts under every degree

measure category. The improvement in recovery from the base model is around 1.8%

for the mixed context with continuous-multiple approach to measuring the degree of

disruption.

Combined models of substitution modifiers and gap contexts

Table 7.10 shows a comparison of recovery rates from the base model, the substitu-

tion modifier model with multiple prediction (which is the best among substitution

modifier models), and the mixed context model with continuous-multiple approach

measuring gap disruption (which is the best among all gap contexts). In the table

each training set y100 for y $ {B, H, P, S} is a complement of a training set y100 in
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Table 7.10: Comparison of substitution and gap models.

Model (%)
Training Test no modifiers, with modifiers, with modifiers,

set set no context no context mixed context
B100 B100 73.51 81.57 82.88
H100 H100 79.92 83.58 84.62
P100 P100 67.87 76.60 77.32
S100 S100 68.76 72.55 75.52

the universe set U100 like Table 7.8 and hence the table shows the cross validation

of learned parameter values. For mixed context model, we used 6 and 7 for the size

of windows for every gap context and the number of discrete levels of disruption

respectively.

Note that for a given pair of training and test sets, the most accuracy im-

provement comes from the substitution modifiers, which accounts for the aver-

age 6.1% point increment in recovery across all test sets. The final accuracy im-

provement by the model in the last column is 7.6% point average across all test

sets and the maximum 9.5% point for P100, which are obtained from PALI. A con-

clusion of this series of experiments is that the best model based on the protein

secondary structure prediction among those we considered is the one featuring mod-

ifiers with multiple prediction and mixed context with continuous-multiple measure

for disruption, which gives a respectable improvement on alignment accuracy.

Finally, Figure 7.4 shows the relative accuracy improvement of two secondary

structure based cost models considered in Table 7.10 over the base model. For the

plot, we learned parameter values from the examples in U100 for each model. We

then sorted the examples with their respective percent identity in a nondecreasing

order. For a given number x, we considered the first x examples only in the sorted

list. The horizontal axis is the number of examples considered and the vertical axis

is the average percent identity and relative improvement in recovery over the base

model as fractions. The recovery of the base model is represented as a horizontal
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Figure 7.4: Accuracy improvement of secondary-structure-based models.

axis and that of the other two models are two bottom curves in the plot. As more

examples are considered, the accumulated average percent identity tends to increase

(the top curve) and the accumulated relative improvement in recovery (the bottom

curves) tends to decrease. Our secondary structure based models performs very

well on examples with low percent identity and the model featuring modifiers with

multiple prediction and mixed context with continuous-multiple measure improves

the accuracy of the base model as much as 15% for examples with less than 25%

identity.

7.3.3 E!ect of the size of training set on recovery

Table 7.11 shows the experiments on how the size of a training set a"ects the gen-

eralization of recovery on a test set under the best model obtained from Table 7.10,

which is the model featuring modifiers with multiple prediction and mixed context

with continuous-multiple measure for gap disruption. For these experiments, we

varied the size of a training set by adding more examples to the training set while a

test set is fixed. For each entry in the table showing a recovery rate under the size
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Table 7.11: E"ect of number of examples on recovery.

Training Test Size x
set set 25 50 100

Bx B100 79.36 80.67 82.88
Hx H100 81.83 83.48 84.62
Px P100 75.26 75.10 77.32
Sx S100 72.81 74.65 75.52

Table 7.12: Running time and number of cutting planes.

Training Test Size x
set set 25 50 100

time planes time planes time planes
Bx B100 39:09 15,448 40:37 14,234 45:03 13,838
Hx H100 46:47 17,841 37:29 14,864 49:58 14,789
Px P100 54:55 18,619 52:01 16,008 38:22 14,440
Sx S100 54:50 17,831 48:44 15,313 52:53 15,356

column x $ {25, 50, 100}, the parameter values learned from a training set yx were

applied to a test set y100, where y $ {B, H, P, S}. Therefore for a fixed row, the

number of examples increases across the columns, and a larger training set includes

all the examples in a smaller training set.

Note that as the size of a training set becomes larger, the recovery on a fixed test

set becomes better. Recall that as the size of a training set increases, it covers more

families in the SCOP classification hierarchy. A key conclusion of these experiments

is that a training set with a larger coverage on the protein classification yields a

better generalization of recovery on a test set even though the test set is never seen.

Also note that this implies a training set with a larger coverage results in a better

recovery on cross validation of parameter values.

Finally, Table 7.12 gives running times and the numbers of cutting planes for

six iterations of the iterative scheme defined in Algorithm 5.1 on the experiments

of Table 7.11. Running times are wall-clock times to solve all six linear programs,
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each of which were generated in the reduction of Inverse Alignment under Discrep-

ancy Error. In the worst case, solving an instance of discrepancy error criterion

finishes in less an hour. Recall that under the discrepancy error model, the cutting

plane algorithm completes partial examples in a training set under a fixed feasible

solution to the linear program as well as solving the linear program. Hence each

time in the table is the total time spent by both the separation and the completion

algorithms. The running times were measured on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 with 2 GB

of RAM, using GLPK [40] to solve the linear programs.

Summary of the chapter We gave experimental results from three di"erent

pieces of work on Inverse Alignment. The first set of experiments (Section 7.1)

demonstrated that under the relative error criterion, parameter values learned for

all free alignment parameters yield a better relative error in cost. It also demon-

strated that the best convex combination of two extreme parameter choices is the

central choice for our training sets. The second set of experiments (Section 7.2)

demonstrated that the absolute error criterion outperforms the relative error cri-

terion, and is not overfitting the parameters to our training sets. The last set of

experiments (Section 7.3) demonstrated that among all the models incorporating

the protein secondary structure prediction, the best is the model featuring substitu-

tion modifier with multiple prediction and mixed context with continuous-multiple

approach, and a training set with a larger coverage on the SCOP protein classification

hierarchy yields a better generalization of recovery.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

We have presented a new approach to inverse parametric sequence alignment.

Our approach is quite general, and solves inverse parametric optimization in poly-

nomial time for any optimization problem (not just sequence alignment) whose

objective function is linear in its parameters, whose parameters can be bounded,

and that can be solved in polynomial time when all parameters are fixed. Exper-

iments on structural alignments from a protein family database show we can find

all 212 parameters of the standard cost model for protein alignment from hundreds

of pairwise alignments in a few minutes of computation under the relative error

criterion.

We have explored a new approach to inverse parametric sequence alignment that

for the first time carefully treats partial examples. This new approach minimizes

the error of alignment costs under the given criterion and iterates over completions

of partial examples. We also studied for the first time the performance of parameter

values learned from partial examples when used for multiple sequence alignment.

A key conclusion from these experiments is that the absolute error criterion sub-

stantially outperforms the relative error criterion, in terms of their recovery rates

on benchmarks alignments. Furthermore, our results indicate that a substantial

improvement in alignment accuracy can be achieved on individual protein families,

and that parameters learned across a sampling of protein families generalize well

to other families.

We have extended the standard alignment cost model to incorporate predicted

secondary structure on protein sequences to improve the accuracy of protein se-

quence alignment. We extensively investigated for the first time the e"ect of di"er-
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ent structure disruption measures and gap contexts on the trained parameter values.

A key conclusion from these experiments is that the model featuring modifier pa-

rameters with multiple prediction and the mixed context with continuous-multiple

gap disruption measure gives the most improvement in accuracy over the standard

model. Furthermore, the results indicate that a training set with a larger coverage

on the protein families yields a better generalization in terms of recovery rates on

test sets.

Some topics for future research include the following.

• Can parameter values be learned from both positive and negative examples?

In other words, is it possible to learn parameter values that make the positive

examples score as close to optimal as possible while the negative examples

score as far from optimal as possible at the same time?

• Can cutting planes be e!ciently found for inverse alignment that are facet-

defining inequalities? In other words, when the separation algorithm returns

a violated inequality, is it possible to find a violated inequality that defines

a face of the polytope at the vertex that is an optimal solution of inverse

alignment, instead of simply being a most violated inequality?

• Can the best convex combination of the normalized cost error and recovery

error under discrepancy error criterion be learned? In other words, after

scaling the absolute error term in the discrepancy error measure into approx-

imately [0, 1], we have both cost and recovery errors in the same scale. Then

what convex combination of these errors yields the parameter values that

generalize well in terms of recovery rates?

• Is parameter generalization benefitted by including a regularization term in

the objective function, for instance by penalizing parameter overfitting through

the L1 norm to retain a linear programming formulation?
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Clearly many lines of investigation remain open.
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